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EDITORIAL
r -

y We ought, we suppose, to ask how you .

jail went in your EXAMS. We won't,
i

j though, because that will only depress
i

y most of you and give the rest of you
i

y reason to be intolerably smug. And any-
i

y way, We didn't have any EXAMS, so
^

y Nyah Nyah Nyah!
^

y Instead, we shall talk about something »

y that is rarely discussed in Editorials, j

§ i.e. Ducks. i

§ Specifically the ducks in Sullivan's i

$ Creek. It has come to our attention that j

4 snme desnerates in Toad and Burton/ -

§ Gar ran are thinking up delightful recipes 1

§ involving these particular Avian entities. 1

4 We are sorry to tell you that this is just 1

y not on.
^

4 There are a number of reasons forgiv-
^

4 ing up on this sort of culinary Caper. For
^

4 a start, ducks are very hard to catch.
^

4 They can fly, and you can't. And to get ^

4 anywhere near them in the first place, ^

4 you have to get into (Dramatic Pause, ^

4 B-Grade Horror movie music) \

4 SULLIVAN'S CREEK!
\

4 The creek is the major drawback. Be-
\

§ sides having to get in to catch the
,

y intended fare, one has to devise a way of
(

4 cooking the vile Blue-Green venom out of
,

§ them as well.
,

§ To the editors this seems an insur-
,

4 moun table obstacle. We are sorry to say ,

4 (having thought long and hard on this
,

4 problem ourselves) that the duck is off.
,

I Eds.

I The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

I of the Students' Association will be held

?

at 8pm WEDNESDAY 24 JU LY

I in the BISTRO

I It will be followed by a General Meeting

? ALL WELCOME
? The Annual General Meeting will include

? Peter Taylor's report as 1984 President !
? and the presentation of 1984 audited !
? financial statements. ?

? The General Meeting will include !

? elections (see this page), a motion on our '-

I membership fees for NSWEAN for 1985,
'

I (see this page) and a motion proposing
'

?

some constitutional amendments. -

? STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS
|

? Nominations are called for the following
'

I positions: !

I BUSH WEEK DIRECTOR(S)

|
RETURNING OFFICER for S.A.

? Annual Elections
? S.A. REP on Board of Community
? Radio Station 2XX.

? Nominations for these positions, must be
? handed in at the S.A. Office (first floor,

? Union Building) by

I
12 noon WEDNESDAY^ JULY

? Elections will be held at the General
?

Meeting of the Students' Association,
?

following the Annual General Meeting

;
at-

: 8pm WEDNESDAY 24 JULY

I in the BISTRO

? Candidates must be nominated an

? and seconded by S.A. members and must

? be S.A. members themselves.
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TAX AND STUDENTS

Students from many ACT and NSW

campuses joined the Coalition against

Poverty (and thousands of farmers)

demonstrating at the People's Tax

Summit outside Parliament House during
the Tax Summit. The NSW Education
Action Network organised a small, highly

conspicuous protest with a Wall of

Students' Graffiti, commenting on the

hardships a consumption tax would im

pose on students, etc. Representatives

from most member campuses attended,
wearing placards such as 'PAYE as you
eat', and 'study now, eat later'. Stud
ents from UNSW also attended, with

Sydney community groups.

See separate article in this issue for

pictures and more info.

The tax debate has almost entirely
neglected students and other low income

earners. I have written to Senator Ryan
in her capacity as Minister for Education,
pointing out some of the obvious con

sequences for students of a consumption
tax, the already difficult financial situat

ion of students, and the inadequacy of

compensation proposals, and asking for
her support.

The only compensation measure pro
posed for students in the White Paper
is a rise of 6.5% in TEAS and some other

allowances. This would clearly be inad

equate to compensate for a 12.5% in

crease in costs, and does not begin to

address the previous financial situation of

those on TEAS ($34 per week below the

poverty line and $12 per week below the

dole in November 1984, and that's for
the lucky one fifth of full-time uni stud
ents on full TEAS).

Students supporting themselves by
part-time and/or poorly paid work will

not benefit much from reductions in

income tax.

i

i

.

.

?

i

NEWS FROM THE SCIENCE FACULTY

When is a science unit not a science

unit? When it doesn't count as a 're-

quired C-point' for a science degree.

By the time you read this, Science

faculty will have again considered the

issue of required C-points. At present,
one must include 4 C-points drawn from

science units in one's 20 points to qualify
for the BSc. (The system of prerequisites

means that you have to do lots of science

A and B points too, but that's another

issue.)

An amendment to the rules has

been suggested which would mean the

4 C-points would have to be drawn

from the 'home' departments of the

Science Faculty or the 'associated'

department, Statistics. This would ex

clude Human Sciences (not again!) and

Geography.
One could still do C-points from

these subjects, but they wouldn't count

as required C-points.

Aside from the issue of the content

of the science units concerned (e.g.

most geography departments in Austral

ian universities are within Science facult

ies; Human Sciences has always been

part of the Science Faculty at ANU;
the units have already been accredited

as science units) there is a serious issue

of consultation with students.

The amendment was proposed at a

Faculty meeting at the end of last sem

ester. Few students were present, and

some members felt it was a sufficiently

important question to ask for delay so

that students could be consulted. A

Faculty Education Committee (FEC)
meeting was called in the last teaching

week; some of the most concerned stud

ent reps were unable to attend. I att

ended that meeting. After a long discuss

ion, it was decided to defer making a

decision until students can be properly
consulted next semester. But Science

Faculty may not accept that recom
'

mendation.

This case raises questions about
what a science degree should encompass.

Why not put your views to your class

rep, who can pass them on to your
department's FEC rep. Or let me know.

ACCOMMODATION SUCCESS §
If you have read my reports before

j?

you will probably have seen mention o J

? the Community Tenancy Scheme, an init §
iative from the Department of Terri tor lei y

to provide low cost, secure, medium tc ^
long term accommodation with a large §
degree of tenant control and community &

participation. I was a member of the A
advisory committee set up to develop £

guidelines for the scheme, and I wrote,
1

with people from the CCAE Students'
j?

Association and the Reid TAFE Union, ?
a joint submission on behalf of post- /
secondary students in the ACT, seeking §
funding through the scheme. §

? Now the good news: our submission '-\

has been successful! The Department i^
is providing one house (a small start,

|^
but we hope the scheme will grow next *

)

year) for the use of post-secondary --

students.
\

?

Our next step is to form an inter- 2
campus accommodation body, which £
will formally be the head tenant of ?
the house, and will be responsible for

j?
its governance and administration. We *

need to develop our own guidelines §
for selecting tenants etc. At the mom- §
ent we are working as an interim com- 4
mittee, drawing up a constitution and &
regulations. The new body is (provision- &
ally) called the Association for Post- \
Secondary Student Accommodation. c

INFO DAY I

Each year ANU runs an information j

day for Year 11 and 12 students consid- y
ering study at ANU. The SA had its 4
usual stall this year, where Di and SRC 4
members provided information and gave &
out typical items of student life like &

?Woroni', the Counter Course Handbook &

and Orientation Handbooks. I gave a X

talk on 'the issues facing students ?
today'. The day was very well attended ?
— about 750 — and the refectory was £
filled with hundreds of people sampling

jz

student nutrition and atmosphere. y

NSWEAN 4

On Saturday 20 July the NSW Educ- 1
ation Action Network will be holding a &

Bi-annual General Meeting in Sydney. £

All student organisations in NSW and ?
ACT have been invited, and it will be a £
great opportunity for people to find out ?
about the Network and to meet people $
from other campuses. §

If you are interested in attending, §
please let me know soon (S.A. Office, 4
X2444) so I can give details of place 4
and time and arrange transport if 4
necessary. £

Ann Foley attended the last Committ- &

ee meeting as ANU delegate - her report ?
is in this issue. ?

The issue of tertiary fe«s is not dead £
by any means. Newcastle University ?
SRC plans to do a survey of students to Y
discover what effects fees would have - §
how many would leave uni etc. — since §
there is little recent information. 4

We will be considering our mejnber- 4
ship fees for NSWEAN for this year at the §
General Meeting on Wednesday 24th &

July - please attend. £

S.A. CONSTITUTION
jf

Last year the S.A. adopted a new, 4
improved constitution. However, the 4
University's solicitor raised some quest- L
ions about it — mostly drafting errors, L
and some minor ambiguities. Z

With the help of Gary Humphries ?
who was a member of the original Const- £
itutional Review Committee, some

'

amendments to the S.A. Constitution
'

have been prepared, which deal with the ?
'

solititor's points and also some others
\

which have emerged this year. See separ- j
ate article for more detail, .

. xil . €
Lesley Ward

jr

President J
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))))INSOMNIAC'S CORNER--
NOTICE OF MOTION

The following motion will be put at the

General Meeting of the Students' Assoc

iation on Wednesday 24 July.

Recognizing:

(i) the benefits the ANUSA has

derived from its involvement with the

NSW Education Action Network as a

non-paying member, in particular

during the recent campaign against

the reintroduction of tertiary fees and

increased visa charges for O.S.

students;

(ii) that there is a continuing
need for campus organizations to work

jointly on issues of student concern;

and

(iii) that NSWEAN provides an

accountable and dynamic forum for

student co-operation,

+his genera! mee*i ''

1) reaffirms the ANUSA member

ship of the NSW Education Action

Network

2) directs the President to seek
$5034 from the Vice-Chancellor, to

be drawn from moneys set aside by
the University for membership fees

for the Australian Union of Students
in 1984, and to apply this money as

membership fees for the NSW Educ

ation Network for 1985, the member

ship fee(s) of NSWEAN being the

equivalent of $1 per full-time student

3) agrees that the ANUSA 's votes

at monthly NSWEAN Committee

meetings shall be exercised by dele

gates appointed by the SRC.

For information on the NSW Education
Action Network, contact Lesley Ward

at the S.A. Office.

ANU STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

RESULTS OF ELECTION

JANE CONNORS has been elected as

a student rep on the Buildings & Grounds

Committee.

She may be contacted through the S.A.

, Office.

RESIGNATION OF SRC MEMBER
AND APPOINTMENT OF NEW

MEMBER

Poppy Maclean has resigned from her

position as General Representative on

the SRC.

The vacancy will be filled by GLENN
PHILLIPS, who was the candidate most

nearly elected as a General Representative.

Lesley Ward

President

constitution amendments

At the General Meeting of the Students' Association on -

WEDNESDAY 24 JULY
(immediately following the Annual General Meeting at 8pm) several amendments
to the SA Constitution will be proposed.

These amendments arise from questions raised by the University's solicitor last yearwhen the new constitution was approved by University Council.
They fall into two categories: typographical and drafting errors and matters of

substance.

Typographical errors:

1. Section 12(1) Insert the word 'are' after 'following.

2. Section 28(1) (a): Delege 'take a lease'. Replace with 'take on lease'.

3. Section 40(3) (a): Replace 'the Campus Community Broadcasting Assoc

iation' by 'Community Radio 2XX'.
4. Section 49(a): Replace'requisitions' with 'regulations'.

5. Section 50(2) : Replace 'dicounted' with 'disregarded'.

Matters of substance

1. Section 21 (b) Replace 'make' by 'supervise'. The section to

(Functions of Treasurer) read:

'The Treasurer shall

a). ...

b) supervise all payments directed to be made by
the Association

This clarifies the relationship between the Treasurer and the other trustees of

the Association.

2. Section 18(2) Insert the words 'bona fide' before 'perform-

( Liability of Officers) ance'. The sentence to read —

'The Association shall indemnify and keep ind

emnified an officer of the Association against

all expenses, losses or liabilities she may incur in

the bona fide performance of her functions and

duties of such an officer.'

This extends coverage of officers to all cases where they genuinely believe they
are carrying out proper instructions of the Association.

3. Section 40(3) Replace 'Third Term' by 'Second Semester'

,
(Election from General

Membership)

This allows earlier elections for S.A. reps on the Board of 2XX and the Union

Board.
4. Section 43 Add a new subsection: '(4) The Trustee who is

(Trustees of the Assoc- neither the President nor the Treasurer holds off

iation) ice for 12 months from December 1st following

her election, but holds office during the pleasure

of the SRC, and while she remains a member of

the SRC, and if a vacancy in the position arises,

the person elected to replace the vacating person

serves the remainder of the vacating person's

Section 43(1) Replace 'by the Association' with 'by the SRC'

(Trustees of the Association)

The point of this is to set the term of office of the third Trustee, and to make

sure there is one over the summer break.

5. Section 48(3) : Insert 'equally' after 'divided', and delete all words

(Dissolution) after 'date of dissolution'.

The effect of this is that if the Association were ever dissolved, the assets would

be divided equally among the members.

6. Section 33: Replace existing section 33 with:
.

(Special General Meeting)

(1) Where not less than

(a) thirty ordinary members by notice in writing

given to the President; or

(b) one half of the members of the SRC by resol

ution at an STC meeting - request the

President to convene a Special General Meeting,

she shall set .down a time, date and place at

which that meeting shall be held, being a date

not more than two weeks after the receipt of

the resolution.

(2) Where not less than

(a) sixty ordinary members by notice in writing

given to the President; or

(b) three-fifths of the members of the SRC by

resolution at an SRC meeting - request the

President to convene an urgent Special General

Meeting, she shall set down a time, date and

place at which that meeting shall be held, being

a date not more than three days after the

receipt of the notice or the passage of the

resolution.

(3) The business at that meeting is only those matters

specified in the request to the President.

(4) If a Special General Meeting fails to attain a

. quorum, the matters set down to be considered

thereat shall be stood over to be considered at the

next ordinary general meeting.'
7. Section 35(1 ): Insert the following words after the word 'members':

(Requirement of '(except that, in the case of a Special General Meeting

General Meetings) under section 33(2), the President need give only two

days' notice to members)'.

Points 6 and 7 set up two categories of Special General Meetings, depending on

the urgency of the matters to be discussed.

8. Section 54(a) : Amend to read:

(Constitutional '(a) of which two weeks' notice has been given to the

Amendments) President, and of which one week's notice has been given

to the members'.

This clarifies the notice given to members of amendments to the Constititon.

Most of these points are 'tidying up' the Constitution, I would be happy to

discuss them further with interested people.

Lesley Ward

2
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Election of ten (10) members of the Union Board of

Management

It is necessary for me to conduct an election for ten

(10) members of the Union Board of Management,
who shall hold office for one (1) year from 1 Nov

ember 1985. Nominations which:

(A) must be made on the form prescribed by and

available from the Secretary;

(B) shall be signed by at least two (2) members of

tne union engioie to vote at me election,- ana,

(C) shall contain a written statement of the nom

inee's willingness to act, if elected,

are invited from eligible members and shall be lodged

with me through the Secretary of the Union at the

Union Office or posted to the Returning Officer,

Australian National University Union, GPO Box 4,

Canberra 2601, so as to reach me by 12.30pm on

Friday 2 August 1985.

Persons eligible to be nominated are every ordinary

and life member of the Union, except those members

whose eligibility is rendered invalid by Section 2,

Para 8 of the Election to the Union Board of Manage
ment Rules.

Every person who, at the close of nominations, is

an ordinary or life member of the Union is eligible

to vote at the election, except a person suspended

from membership.
Should a ballot be necessary, polling will take place

in the Union Building foyer fromTuesday 20 August

1985 to Friday 23 August 1985, inclusive, between

the hours 11am and 6.30pm each day, and at other

places and times during that period, notice of which

will be published widely.

All enquiries concerning the elections should hence

forth be directed to me.

K Bowden

Returning Officer

i0 July 1984
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To the Editors:

Recognizing and supporting 'Woroni 's

commitment to pluralist debate, I am,

nevertheless, shocked and outraged at the

publication (in Vol. 37, No. 7 of June 3,

1985) of an article entitled 'Nicaragua:
has anything really changed?' by the

semi-anonymous writer 'L.T.' This

person, lacking the courage and convict

ion to properly identify themselves, re

veals her/his political bias, so strongly de

nied in the end of the article, by further

failing to identify sources for the most

important points in this so-called 'article'.

This is understandable, as these

points, 'facts' and 'arguments' are entirely

unsupportable - I will not go so far as

to call them base falsifications, but rather

malicious propaganda.
this article stinks of

groundless, propagandist misinformation.
That it should receive any space in Wor

onV indicates a degree of journalistic

and editorial carelessness I would not

have expected in 'Woroni'. Hopefully,

though, the readers of 'Woroni' have been

open-minded and inquisitive enough to

see a bit of the true picture of the Nic

araguan Revolution over the last six

years and will not be mislead by the twist

ed piece of trash written by 'L.T.
'

Sincerely,

Nicholas Chapman

Dear Nick,

There are two things Woroni and Barri

cada (a Nicaraguan Rag for those who

don't already know) have in common.

— we are both pro-Sandinista,
—

we both have allowed opposing
points of view to be printed.

By the way there is an article on page l*f

which explains Nicaragua's position

very clearly and is extremely well

documented.

Eds

i Dear Editors,

I am pleased that Christopher Reberger
read my article (Woroni Vol.37 (6):6)

and provided his views on the subject

(Woroni Vol.37(6):2).

I wish to make the following points:
?

1. Mr Reberger is rightly uncertain as

to my personal conviction on condemn

ation. '... if he's fallen for the old
trick that those who don't believe in the

Son of God are on the highway to hell,

i.e. aren 't going to have a very nice time

after they die.
'

I wish to remove this

doubt. I CONFESS THAT JESUS IS

LORD AND THAT GOD RAISED HIM

FROM DEATH. I therefore accept John

. 3:18 -'.. . . he who does not belive is

condemned already.
'

2. I agree with Mr Reberger that 'If
this is so' it is going to be a 'real raw

deal' for those listed 'who have, or will ,.

lead just, responsible and compassionate
lives.' The Bible states that 'all have
sinned.' (Romans 3:23)

3. Mr Dunn does not wish to 'live his

life in guilt and face his death with the
?

fear of eternal pain '. My sins are forgiv
en and I am- cleansed from all

unrighteousness (see 1-John 1:9). I there

fore do not 'live in guilt'. I have no fear

of death since there is no condemnation

for those who are in Christ Jesus, for he

has set me free from the law of sin and

death, (Romans 8:1-2).

4. Mr Reberger rightly questions . . .

???'. . . but what if thieves did remove
'-- the body ... ?'

-What if they did not?

KelvynDunn

Dear Editors, \

On 29 May, as student representat- I

ives of 'Australian Society: Class, PowerX
and Political Economy ', we presented a

\

petition to Dr B. Rawson, Dean of the 1

Faculty of Arts. The petition was signed \

by some 405 interested staff and stud- \

ents and expressee concern about the \

future of the above unit, following advice
\

inui u migni nut ue ojjerea in me juiure. \

A t our meeting with the Dean, we were
\

informed that our efforts had been in \

vain - that there was already a commit-
\

ment to the course and, furthermore, that \

it had been there all along . . . funny ... 1

no-one else we'd met with, from the \

lecturer (whose contract has not been
\

renewed) to the Sociology Departmental \

Committee members, had been able to 1

give us that assurance. \

Dr Rawson drew our attention to \

'some inaccuracies
'

which she found in \

an article published in the previous 'Wor- \

oni' - namely the claim that the unit '

|

may not be offered again, that staffing

formulae have indeed been discontinued
and that other departments have also

suffered severe cut-backs.

In defence of that article, we would
like to draw your attention to these app- .

arent misconceptions.

First, in relation to the continuation

of the course, the article is correct in .

stating what studen ts had been informed V
— namely, that the course may not be \

offered in the future due to cuts in staff- \

ing levels. Our information was as stated \
- and must be distinguished from what \

any administrators, with their power, \

might cause to happen. In drawing up

a petition to express student concern,
we were acting on the information avail

able to us and perhaps any 'misconcept-
ions' on our part reflect student V
marginality to the process of staffing \
decisions. -

We also need to ask about the nature

of the now-stated 'commitment' to the

course. At the Departmental Committee

meeting on 29 April a motion stating
?

that 'this departmental committee is

of the opinion that the Department (of
Sociology) should commit itself to offer
ing, on a regular basis, a course which in

vestigates the issues of class, power and a

political economy in Australian Society
' /

was defeated - the department was not

prepared to make an on-going commit
ment to teaching the course. Instead,
a motion was passed to the effect that

the department should apply to Faculty
for extra funding to ensure the continued ,

teaching of the course ... but that, in I

the event of that funding not being forth- I

coming, there was no guarantee that, the I

unit would be taught. The petition was I

thus circularised in the hope that Faculty I

would be moved by a demonstration of I

strong student support for the unit, and I

that arrangements would be made to en

sure its secure future out of respect for
students' interests. So are we to take it

that the Dean is indeed committing
Faculty to offering the unit regularly in

the future???

Second, if staffing formulae are no

longer rigidly applied across the board,

then why is Dr Hopkins
'

post not being
j

renewed indefinitely? Especially as staff- I

ing plans for 1986 'explicitly take I

account of the need to offer this unit.'? I

Third, it may be that other depart- I

ments too are suffering severe cutbacks, I

but it is characteristic of things which I

have life that they move, make a noise, I

and usually draw attention to themselves. I

As the Woroni' article stated: 'Know- I

ledge is power and it is because of this I

that we should be concerned as to which I

knowledge the powerful allow us I

access.
'

I

We should be grateful that the Dean
J

has shared some of her knowledge about J
the shape of things to come in the

|

Sociology Department. I

Sally Creasy \

KateDurkin \

I Dear Woroni Editors,

I In my article in an earlier 'Woroni',

I 'How I Learnt to Fear the Bomb', I see

I there was an error. The statement that

/ submarine missiles were excluded from
I SALT was incorrect. This was related as

I it was explained to me. but I have since

( heard otherwise.

I For those unfortunate readers who
I vent their spleen against unilateral disarm

\ ament I would like to provide the follow
\ ing: Israel has recently unilaterally de

\ ployed nuclear missiles and artillery

I ammunition in the Middle East war.

I Sensible people must now call for the uni
l lateral nuclear disarmament of Israel

j
before these weapons are used before

I other Middle Eastern countries deploy .

I their own nukes. We must be very wary
I of Liberal people like Senator Fred

I Chaney who argue against unilateral

I disarmament because this platitude can

I be exploited to protect a unilateral ad
I vantage of one nation or superpower,

I and this includes in Australia.

I Chris Warren

Dear Editors,

I We would like to bring your and your

I readers' attention to the fact that grave

I moves are being made in the Sports
I Union. These moves are affecting the

I running of both the Chinese Massage
I Courses and also the Treatment Clinic,

I Krun by Lindsay Yates. We see this as
'

extremely detrimental to the services

that have been provided on this campus
/ for the last seven years. We feel that

/ Lindsay should be commended for his

/ contribution to student health and aware

/ ness of alternative medicine. We and

many others have been assisted not only
in our health but in our studies by his

positive approach and his generosity in
''*'?

charging minimal fees for an excellent

service.

We urge that Lindsay's service be
. strengthened and supported. At present
\ it appears that the Sports Union intends

\ to discontinue this service. This pernic
ious attack is completely deplorable, and
does not measure up to the expectat
ions of students, and the value they

\ receive from General Services Fees paid
\ to the Sports Union. We call on the

\ Sports Union to reinstate the service and
\ urge all students to voice their support
\ for Traditional Chinese Massage.

\ Yours
\ Alison Greig and Helen Campbell

RESIDENT NURSE

1 For those students living on campus and

1 not aware; there is an after-hours exten

\ sion of the Health Service. She is a reg
1 istered nurse, BETH POWELL, living at

I Burton-Garran Hall. For general needs

1 of those students unable to attend the

1 Health Service during the day she

I runs a clinic in Room 16, Block A,
1 Burton-Garran Hall between 6.30-7.30

\ weekdays. (Consultation by appoint
I ment, see extension below or or by
1 knocking on the door of Room 18).

I Weekend clinic times are 5.00-6.30pm.
I She is also on call after hours FOR
\ EMERGENCIES ONLY and can be

I contacted on ext. 3552 or by phoning
I Security Ext.9 and paged (or found). See
I noticeboards in halls and clinic door for
I details.
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THE TAX SUMMIT RALLY

A'WALL'OF STUDENTS' GRAFFITI

The TEAS Allowance is significantly .

below the poverty line and the gap be- ?

tween TEAS and the dole operates as an

education disincentive. For example,
single students over 18 without addit=

ional income or dependents receive

$68.67 p.w. which is $12.33 less than

similar individuals on the dole and $34.13 I

below the poverty line!

In 1984, 35,000 students in NSW

applied for the TEAS Allowance yet only
35,000 students received some form of

]

TEAS allowance nationally !!!!!
;

Education is the way of the future I

. . . where do the priorities of this govern- |

ment lie. They certainly haven't lived up
*

to their promises!!!!!

We call for —

*
an increase in the level of TEAS at

least to level of the dole and CPI
indexed — as per 1983 ALP election

promise!
*

an increase in education funding
*

provision of an equitable distrib

ution of public expenditure
on education, health, housing and
welfare.

We demand —
*

a real reform of the taxation system
—

progressive and redistributive
*

a clampdown on tax avoidance/
evasion

*
an effective capital gains tax

*
a wealth tax

*
a tax on fringe benefits

*
raise the tax threshold

*

a tax on family trusts
*

fair death duties
*

review of corporate tax

The Labor Government must implement
progressive tax reforms which promote
the redistribution of wealth in Australia!!

ucati^n Action'
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Ms Ward added: 'Representatives
from a number of NSW and ACT Stud
ent Organisations have come together
in Canberra this week to express the

disenchantment of students on campus

with the ALP Government and their

failure to fulfil their election promises
on education. Government taxation

and budgetary policies must acknow

ledge that education should be a right
for all, not just the rich.'

Ms Jeannette Donahue, President of

Canberra CAE Students' Association

stated, 'The introduction of a consumpt
ion tax would be profoundly regressive.

Compensation measures proposed by the

government fail to realistically address
the problems facing students. Income

tax reductions will be of little benefit

to students on low incomes, those

working part time, or those in the cash

economy. In addition, the costs of books

and other education materials would

rise significantly; an added burden for

students and the educational institutions

themselves.'
The NSW Education Action Network

will be continuing the 'Education For

All' Campaign, including convening the

Inaugural Meeting of the Education
Action Coalition — a coalition of academ

ic and trade unions, community and

student organisations to unite around

action for education and to act as a pow
erful education lobby group. The Educ

ation Action Coalition Inaugural Meeting
will be held on July 23rd 1985.

Government taxation and budgetary

policies
must acknowledge that educ

ation should be A RIGHT FOR ALL -

not just the rich !

Income support for students is an essent

ial component of any progressive govern
ment policy. Yet the financial support
currently available to students is totally

inadequate !!!!!NSW EDUCATION ACTION NETWORK

^^VOICE^TUDEWTCONCERJNS^^O
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SOWETO RALLY

(Sunday 16th June) t attended

a rally outside the South African Em

bassy against apartheid. This issue is

one in which I have been interested for

many years, coming from Britain where

it receives rather more publicity and per

haps more condemnation than it does

here. I found the rally rather disappoint

ing in some aspects, hopeful in others.

At 1.00pm, the official starting time,
there were approximately 200 people
present. This, in a city with a permanent
population of approx. 250,000, and a

temporary population of maybe 10,000
students (supposed to be well-informed

socially aware and concerned people)
was disgusting!

The atmosphere was excellent, most

people who attended seemed to be well

informed and concerned about the sit

uation in South Africa. A bonfire was

burning cheerfully — necessary, as it was

a very cold day; wine and orange juice

were available, a barbecue was there for

those who wanted it. There was a cara

i/an permanently situated there for in

formation and for picketers to sleep in.

The picket, in case you didn't know

has been aoina sinrp Tuesday/ 11th luno

It has received a lot of support from the

local community — so much, in fact,

that it has been extended.

Among the speakers were; Kerry
Browning, member of South African

Support Campaign in Australia, and
spokesperson for the Soweto Mobilis

ation Committee, which organised the

rally, Maxwell Nemadzivhanani, the

representative of the Pan -African ist Con

gress of Azania in Australia; John Lang
more, Labor Member for Fraser; Barry
Reid and Sue Craven, both members of

the House of Assembly; Charles MacDon

ald from the Trades and Labour Council;
Peter O'Day of the BLF and president of

the TLC, Stuart Harris, ex-journalist to

both the London 'Times' and 'The Can

berra Times'; Carol Dowling of the 'Land

Rights Now' Group; and the guest

speaker was Johnson Mlambo, the Sec

retary for Foreign Affairs of the PAC.
Points raised in the speeches were of

course, sporting and economic links with

South Africa; the breaking of diplomatic
ties and the closing of the Embassy were

called for. Obviously, Soweto, which

the
rally commemorated was recalled to

people's minds by the speakers. 'Panor
ama' a South African magazine
distributed here was condemned and it

was strongly suggested that the two

men responsible for its publication,

who have been accredited diplomatic

status, should be thrown out of this

country. The ACT ALP had that morn

ing, passed a resolution condemning

apartheid and suggesting stronger meas

ures that the government could take: this

was commended.

It was mentioned that the Land Rights

Now Group had both provided and

received support for the SMC in their

. respective (and related) struggles. The

TLC had also been supportive to the

SMC. The 'Canberra Times' was comm

ended for its honest reporting of events

in and around South Africa. It was

brought up by one of the speakers that

the Federal Police who have been at the

picket (in an official capacity, of course)
had helped trades-persons and messengers

gain access to the Embassy.

In fact, the police provided me with a

bit of comic relief during the
rally. A

speaker drew my attention to them by

referring to them as 'the peaked caps

behind us' and there they were — six of

them — peaked caps, black uniforms,

standing guard outside this white, white

embassy, absolutely poker-faced, not one

muscle moving during the speeches. Not

a smile, not a frown, not even a shame

faced look when their actions of crossing

the picket line or using the back entrance

were mentioned. Do the police have a

union themselves? If so, it should be

against their principles to do such things.

If not, there should be legislation passed
to prevent this: if a picket is a legal

protest, it should be allowed to be

effective by the administration of this

country.

'GENERATIONS OF RESISTANCE'
&

'SIX DAYS IN SOWETO/'

On Tuesday 11th June, two films

about South Africa were shown in the

Copland Building as part of a week of

events commemorating the Soweto mass

acres, beginning in June 1976. the first

mm, generations ot resistance details

the struggle by blacks for freedom and

equality, since 1908, (1). Briefly, it told

of Jhe law passed in 1913 forbidding

black people to own more than 7% of

the land where they make up a major

ity of 80%. This led to the formation of

the African National Congress in 1913.
Their main areas of discontent were

that Blacks were not allowed to join
trade unions, or strike, they were

made to carry a pass to gain entry into

'white areas'.

The ANC, like women in many coun

tries decided to join the war-effort on

the Allies side in the hope that they
would be given freedom as a reward for

their 'loyalty' to a regime which domin

ated and humiliated them. Unfortunately

(and perhaps predictably) this did not

happen. In fact, many of the actions tak

en by whites after the war were reminisc

ent of those taken by the Nazis against

Jews. Mixed marriages were prevented,

communism (i.e. any action against the

state) was prohibited.

There were riots against white rule in

1949 and a new campaign in 1952.
led by Nelson Mandela. Police shot 33 .

people dead, there were new laws made

against 'civil disobedience'. Blacks form

ulated their Freedom Charter in 1955
stating their demands for equality and

'fair representation in parliament. Women,

protested in 1956 against being forced to'

carry a work permit, like men. The Panl

African Congress was formed in 1959,
followed by the Sharpeville massacre. (2)'

In the 60s, Bantu chiefs were appointed
by the government to control 'tribes',

they were also responsible to the govern

ment, not to their fellow blacks.

Nelson Mandela was arrested in 1964,
he is still in prison. A recent offer was

made to him that if he agreed not to

advocate the use of violence, he would be

freed. He refused to accept this condit

ion. His wife, Winnie Mandela, despite an

order preventing her leaving her town of

residence, and another forbidding her

speeches to be published in South Africa,

has carried on resistance work.

In the 70s were a wave of strikes foll

owed by government repression. The

'Communists' were blamed. Steve Biko,

another resistance leader was imprisoned.
He was beaten to death in prison in 1976.

The next film was titled 'Six Days in

Soweto'; unlike 'Generations of Resist

ance' which was narrated by an African,

this was presented by a British man.

However, he was quite obviously sym

pathetic to the black movement. He

began with a comment about the white

people's church-going and the contradict

ion between their religion (Evangelist)

which they expressed belief in every

Sunday, and the conditions of the Blacks

in the country which most white South

Africans implicitly or explicitly condone

or actively support. In contrast they
showed black Africans praying for the

'lost white man' and promising to show

them what freedom really means when

(if?) they attain equality.

The film showed the sequence of

events leading to the students' uprising

in Soweto in 1976. It explained the basic

hardships of children who were forced by
economic deprivation to perform adult

tasks almost as soon as they could walk.

The black children in segregated schools

were forced to learn the Afrikaans'

language, as well as the native dialect and

English. The government did not feel

it was necessary for blacks to learn math

ematics, however, as in the jobs reserved

for blacks it was not needed; instead,

they were taught tasks such as washing
clothes.

?

Children in Soweto organised a march

on June 16th to protest against their

conditions. The police, called in by the

government fired tear gas canisters, foll

owed by bullets. Many children were

killed or injured by this police action.

They rioted, destroying government and

police property. This resulted in more

severe repressive measures being taken by
the police. Violence continued, the police

going so far as shooting random bullets

into a funeral of a black person when

there was no provocation. (3)

NOTES:
1. The time of the Bambata uprising

where 4,000 Blacks were killed by the

British, and the leader, Bambata, was

beheaded*. This incident, where they
were so badly defeated, led the Blacks

to their pacific resistance program
which lasted till the 1960s.

2. This incident was a turning point and

armed struggle began. The PAC form

ed their military wing in 1961. The

ANC formed theirs slightly later.

Their aims were to damage buildings
which were seen as symbols of opp

ression, not to kill people.

3. The Soweto students' uprising was

*u&*as some have suggested, a demon
stration against education per se —

it was a demonstration against the

type of education they received. The

introduction of Afrikaans was a catal

yst to protest against the education
laws and the overall situation. Nor

was it 'master-minded' purely by
students. Seventeen members of the
PAC were arrested and charged with

inciting the riot. What it showed was

that this generation were becoming
prepared to join the ranks of their

forefathers in opposing the system.

Both films were made in the 1970s.
They thus do not show the current situa

tion, which is far, far worse. However,
as an introduction to South African
history and white attitudes, they are both

very good films.
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[?]
(P.A.C. Foreign Secretary)

An interview with Johnson Mlambo,
Foreign Secretary of the Pan Africanist

Congress of Azania, currently touring

Australia, who was in Canberra for the

Soweto Commemoration Rally.

I asked Johnson about the current

conditions for Blacks in South Africa.

at me moment, tsiacKs nave oeen

allocated new 'homelands': the

bantustans. They are forced to live

in these areas, to leave their places of

birth and work/ They are attributed to

'bribes' despite the fact that they see

themselves as Azanians, or Africans,
'

not Zulus or other tribal groups. 13%
of the land area has been allocated to

blacks who make up 80% of the total

population. 'The government intends

that they should be the homes of all the

African people and in the rest of the

country where they work , they are
...

just there for the duration of their

working lives.' The land given to the

blacks is constituted of 'the poorest

portions of the country and the least

developed.' The Transkei, 'declared

overpopulated in 1941,' is still moving
thousands more people in. Economically

.the area is not viable, the people who live

there cannot support themselves, they
make up a labour reservoir upon which

the whites draw. The majority of people
there are women, 'the men are away as

migrant workers.'

On the Western cape, many of the men

work in vineyards, they come from the

Transkei or Ciskei and 'supplement the

labour of the people who live on the

farms' mainly 'coloureds', they are just

like the property of the farmer'. The

people working in the vineyards are paid

by the 'tot system' -— given a tot of

wine, not money for their labour, this

has the result of making them alcohol

ics and dependent; of cutting short their

working lives. This goes for children of

as young as nine years old.

'The Bantustan political structure is

based on the revival of tribalism; it sep

arates people on an ethnic basis. Schools

too are based on this. Tribal chiefs,

formerly a dying institution, have been

revived, but the chiefs are not elected by
the 'tribe', they are appointed by the

white government. Legitimate chiefs

have been deposed and replaced by gov

ernment puppets. These measures have

had the effect in some areas, of causing

violence among the blacks. It shows a

policy of 'divide and rule'; its aim is to

stop nationalism, and black conscious

ness. Johnson said it provokes a situation

of 'self-extinction, not self determinat

ion' for the blacks',
that 'the Bantustans

must be completely dismantled, for any

,

changes to be meaningful.'

We then spoke about Johnson's exper

iences in prison. He was bom in 1940,

joined the PAC in 1960, the same year

it was. banned and forced underground.

In 1963 he was arrested during govern

ment action against the PAC which lasted

three months and resulted in the arrest

of 11,000 people. 124 people were sent

enced to death, six to life imprisonment:
the first in the country's history to be so

sentenced for political offences.

Johnson's group were freed after their

initial arrest, only to be re-arrested and

sentenced to terms of imprisonment

ranging from 7-20 years. Johnson, then

the chair of his local PAC branch, at the

age of 23, was sentenced to twenty years.

He went to Pretoria, then was transferred

to Robben Island. On his journey to

Robben Island, which began at 2am he

and his group were forced to wear leg,

irons and handcuffs. Their toilet was a

bucket in the back of the moving truck

in which they spent 18 hours. They were

fed for the first time at 8pm that night.

They slept cuffed together: if one wanted

to go to the toilet; they all had to go.

On arrival, they slept then they were

'forcibly shaved of every semblance of

hair, with a razor blade ... even the 17

year olds in our group'. They were put

with hardened criminals who were told

to 'pick and choose 'wives' from amongst
ourselves . . . .We were all men .' . . that

night, . . .
.we had to fight to avoid rape.

Even when we reported this to the auth

orities, they dismissed us or threatened

us.'

The prisoners were made to work. In

one of Johnson's jobs he 'had to push an

iron-wheeled barrow full of sand to

make a sandcastle, with prison guards
and common-law prisoners . wielding,

batons and pick-handles. . . the assaults

were particularly fierce when you are

now going uphill and it is harder and

harder for you.' The work was pointless,

once a sand-castle was high enough, it

was dismantled by the prisoners and an

other was built. This constituted a pun

ishment: of working and working for no

reason.

Another punishment was to put 'you
into a trench, completely covered up in

the soil there with only perhaps the

face remaining above the ground', other

people would then 'come up and urinate

in your face'. Yet another was to cuff

your hands to a pole, so high that you

could only just touch the ground with

your feet. If you became disillusioned

with the situation 'and you think you

have reached the end of your endurance

and it is better for you to be killed by
the prison guards, and you challenged

them, they would say 'no, we are not'

going to kill you ourselves, it is the work,
the wheelbarrow: that is going to kill

you.'
'

I was told of many other brutalities

carried out by the prison guards and the

other, non-political prisoners: beatings

were regular; starvation; solitary confine

ment; handcuffs and leg irons were still

being used. There 'was little medical

treatment, their own urine was the

only medication available for many ail

ments, although the Red Cross gave

some assistance especially during the

1970s.

'One of the chilling experiences'
for Johnson 'was in 1977-78 when there

started to arrive on the island people
who were born a year or two after we

'

arrived on Robben Island.'

He was released in June 1983, exactly

20 years after his sentence. He was put
in a 'homeland', a bantustan, away from

the rest of his family. He spent 10'

months trying to get a job, but was not

successful. He was smuggled out of the

country and has been living in Tanzania

since May 1984, at the external head

quarters of the PAC. His father, brothers

and sisters are still in South Africa, he

is unable to see them. His mother died

while he was on Robben Island.

The political situation internationally

as regards South Africa is that while they
were expelled from the UN General

Assembly in 1975, and the constitution

of SA has been declared null and void —

illegal, they are still given freedom to

have embassies in countries like Australia

and are accorded the usual diplomatic

privileges. Whenever mandatory sanctions

have been brought up in the UN the

Reagan and Thatcher administrations

have vetoed them. Voluntary imposit
ions of sanctions have been ignored by
Great Britain and the USA.

The view of the PAC now is that if

economic, diplomatic, sporting and

cultural sanctions were imposed inter

nationally, they would weaken the

regime so substantially that its leaders

would have to come to terms with the

situation, making a relatively peaceful

change occur. Yet, a peaceful solution

has been open to the government for a

long time. It has been acknowledged
by two Nobel Peace prizes (Albert

Luthuli 1961 and Desmond Tutu in

1985) that Black South Africans are

striving for their rights in. a peaceful

fashion. But, nothing has changed for

them, although 'Asians' have recently

been given voting rights (of a kind),

there is no signs that Blacks will be. Thus,
the only option, if sanctions are not

applied, is a. violent one.

So, what can we do?

1 ) Boycott products from South

Africa and shops that stock them. Com

plain to the management that they are

supporting a- racist regime and explain

that you will stop supporting them if

this continues.

2) Financial contributions are needed

to open an information office in Aust

ralia and to fund journeys by PAC reps .

around the country to publicise the

plight of blacks. Also, to enable victims

of apartheid living in exile, to. come and

study in Australia. Assistance is 'needed
for refugees in Tanzania - they are

short of food, clothing, mosquito nets,
medicine and sporting equipment. Any
contributions - $1.00? can be sent to

the PAC office, 55 Stuart Street, Griffith

Canberra.

3) Max, at the office, could do with

some physical assistance, too. If you can

offer your services here, 'phone him on

95 9988 office hours.

4) If you have neither spare time nor

money, TALK! Speak to your friends,
or

relatives, make them aware of the

situation. Mobilise the Australian govern

ment, make it fulfil its obligations as a

member of the UN and the Security

Council, to close the Embassy, to break

off all ties with South Africa. Pressure

from the people, students, workers, em- ?

ployers and politicians must be applied
—

it works — remember Vietnam?
5) Attend rallies and marches and

protest.

6) Boycott banks like 'Nat West',

'Barclays' and particularly 'Citicorps'

7) Show disapproval of sportspeople
like Kim Hughes

8) Write to MPs and newspapers,

generating interest.

IWWWSSSSISSWSMSSWW^^

While it was good to see the Labor

Party turning up, a couple of questions
crossed my mind: Why had they not

passed this resolution many years ago?
Was it possible that their presence today
was in an atterrmt to aain more votes

(they seem to be rather in need of them

at the moment)?,Why is the Federal

Labor Party or even the NSW Wran ad

ministration not now taking stronger

steps against South Africa? Passing

resolutions, suggesting sanctions, publicly

condemning the regime, have been done

by many governments, British, American,

Australian, for example, but they all still

trade with S.A., sell their products, and
take no really effective steps towards

giving blacks basic rights.

I said at the beginning that I was

disappointed with the turnout: 200 at

2pm about 300 at 3pm. The headline of

this article is Apathy Condones; Apar

theid Kills. I do not mean this to be

sen sati on a I i ist
t m jdu t

b j/y her^ n Jhe^ m S^outh

Africans inside the embassy looked out

and counted the crowd, which made up

about 0.8% of Canberra's population,

do you think they worried? Do you

think they would . have telephoned

Johannesburg or Capetown and said

that the Australian people had whole

heartedly condemned their regime and
could they come home please? It is

international apathy which has permitted
a minority government to oppress a

majority population merely because of

the colour of their skins. Sure the United
Nations General Assembly has expelled

S.A., sure many governments have

criticised the regime, sure there is

much talk about sanctions, but what is

really done? Very little. What effect does

this lack of action have on the white

government? None. What effect do0s it

have on the blacks in South Africa? It

hurts and it makes them angry. We (who
even now are still shocked and distressed

about what Hitler did to the Jews prior

to and during the second World War are

allowing a very similar situation! to

exist in South Africa — the coujntry J

where the British invented the cor|cen- I

tration camp arid the Afrikaans the lj)ant- {

ustan. People there are1 being killed e;very
*

day. What are future generations goiriig to ?

say about us? 'Why didn't they do
j

something?' J

I also said earlier that the rally ?

hopeful in some ways. The main issuv
j

the breaking of all ties with South Africa. I

the removal of the embassy; and the ?

condemnation of sportspersons such as ?

Kim Hughes, received loud and uniform I

applause from the crowd. The support S

for the picket has been so excellent that
j

it has been extended indefinitely. If you \

want to go along for a couple of hours,
*

ring Maxwell Nemadzivhanani on 959988
;

(bh) or just turn up
- dress warmly! !

See the interview with- Johnson I

Mlambo for other things that you can do I

now to support the black majority of *

South Africa. ?

!

DANGER!
m contaminated »

9. with 8

%apartheid/
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SIX DEAD People that never contributed to Woroni

F. Scott Fitzgerald

Orson Wells

Rosa Luxembourg

Leonardo Da Vinci

i Joseph Stalin \'i

i
Johannes Brahms »

[?]
I CASUAL WORK POLICY FOR I

& THE UNION J

Very shortly the Union Board will

be deciding on the workings of a Casual

Employment Scheme for students who

want to work in the Union.

The scheme will cover advertising of

job vacancies in Functions, Bar and Food

Services. Vacancies will be advertised on

Union noticeboards and at Student

Employment. There will be a central

place to register, and students will be

required to provide information on the

previous experience they have, when

they are available for/would like to work

(and when they cannot).

A training course will be run (possibly

once per term) and students wishing to

be employed will have to attend one of

these courses before they can be

employed.
The overall thrust of these new recom

mendations is to systematise the way

.people are employed for casual work in

the Union by setting out a list of criteria

which must be fulfilled by every person

applying to work in the Union. This will

make getting a casual job less contingent
on 'who you know' which has been

largely the situation until now.

The system will be fairer to everyone,

as more students will be aware of the

sort of work available, how to apply,

and what the necessary qualifications

are for jobs available in the Union.

Hopefully the results of this new

scheme will be to provide greater numb

ers of students with casual work by mak

ing applications for jobs easier and by

having set criteria for employment in

the Union.

If there are any enquiries regarding the
\\

implementation of the Casual Employ- ij

ment Scheme, come and see the Chair X

(that's me) during working hours in X

the Union Office. Suggestions are wel- Y

come from all Union members and I

]

would be very happy to receive comm- 1

ents from interested people.

Karen James
]

Chair, ANU Union Board of
[

TIME-MANAGEMENT I

Tuesdays 1-2pm starting on July 23.

A series of talks on how to remove some

major blocks to effective time

management:

.
lack of clarity about goals priorities

and plans (How to decide what to

do.)

. procrastination (How to motivate

yourself to do it now.) . !

. perfectionism (How to get off your
?]

own back.)
]

. distractions (How to concentrate
j

all your attention.) i

i

RELAXATION !

Wednesdays 10-1 1am starting on July
|

24
;

An introduction to a wide range of
]

relaxation activities, designed to help -\

? you unwind.
]

' SEMINAR AND TUTORIAL
j

? PRESENTATION !

Thursdays 10-11am, starting on July 25
]

How to get your message across more
J

effectively by:
j

. getting and holding your audience's i

attention ift

I . making sure they understand your ]Js

|

aims, your method of approach and ]«

|

your content;
|

'

. highlighting your key points;
j

i . projecting yourself with energy and
\\

) confidence; i

! . ending on an upbeat.
\[

All programs will be held in the Univers-
]

?

ity Counselling Centre.
j

i .

i|

If you would like to attend one of these
\

programs but cannot attend at these
\

times, please contact Jill Hardy at the
]

Counselling Centre (X 2442). Programs
]!

can then be arranged at times to suit you. i

This is the card}_^^

\ ?'?? ?? ':.-:.-
:| ^S&A .'-2?i*tox r

XL .'

?

:^jj^u^j^}^^
—

i

These are (some of)

? Murray v---
.

Airlines ? Australian Ballet ? Hunter Volley Theotre Co
? Hole ir. ine Wall (Perth)

? Canberra Youth Thealie Co. ?

Honeydew
Wholemeal Restaurant (ACT)

? Double Bay Sleakhouse (Sydney)
? Pancake Kitchen (Adelaide) ?

City
Mercers (Lismore)

?
Birch. Carrol

&Coyle(Qld.) ? Fountain Health Foods (Bendigo) ? Academic* General

Bookshop (Melbourne) ? Blaxeli Surf Rider (Perth)
?

El Cobillo Blanco

(Sydney) ?
Cordift Cycle Centre (Newcastle)

?

Knitting
Nook (Adelaide)

? Student Trovel Australia ? Swan insurance (through SSA) ? Lets Travel

Magazina ?
El Toro Mensweor (Bollorot)

? Olsens Cycles (Geelong)
?

Academy Cinema City (Adelaide')
*

Rocking Horse Records (Brisbane)
? OPSM ? East West Airlines ? Port Cinemo (Perth) ? A G. Smith

(Warrnambool)
?

Cygnel Cinema (Perth) ? Hoyts Theatres ?

Torragindi

Squash Courts (Brisbane)
? Eastcoast Jeans ?

Thrifty Rent-a-car ? Green
'

Ginger (Armidale)
? Balhurst Friendly Pharmacy ? Buon Gusto Restaurant

(Sydney)
? TAA ? Radio Rentals ? Kensington Sports Centre (Sydney)

? Southern Pacific Hotels Corporation
? Jackson Surfboards (Sydney)

? Stetan Hair Fashions (Brisbane)
? Jeans Inn (Traralgon)

? Law Book

Company (Perth)
?

Fitch the Rubber Man (Adelaide)
?

Beaurepaires
? Hair 2000 (Sydney) ?

Airlines of Northern Australia ? Dyno Tune (ACT)
? Salisbury Art Supplies (Adelaide)

? Fleetwood Stores (Perth)
? Warrnarnbool Books

For full details get an ISIC and the

National Student Discount Scheme Directory

which points you in the
right direction.

See your student union or

Student Travel Australia office for more details.

The ISIC is
only available to full-time students,

at a cost of $5 & requires a passport sized photograph.
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SWAP COMES TO i

\
AUSTRALIA i

SWAP stands for Student Work Ab

road Programme. Student travel and

service organisations currently run SWAP

exchanges between Britain, Canada, Bel

gium, Ireland and New Zealand. Now, for

the first time, SWAP has been organised
for Australian students who wish to work

and travel in Canada. The programme is

being organised jointly by Student Ser
vices Australia and Canadian Federation

. of Students Services.

The SWAP concept of a working holi

day allows students to combine periods
of employment with time for leisure and

exploring the host country. You gain in

valuable first-hand knowledge of the cult

ure of the country by actually working
there. You can also extend your travel

budget so that you can afford a trip over

seas, or stay overseas much longer than

your funds might otherwise permit.

Another key to the SWAP working

holiday concept is flexibility. The Stud

ent Work Abroad Programme gives you

the tools to tailor a holiday to suit your

ambitions and requirements. SWAP does

away with the red tape that students

usually encounter when trying to arrange

work overseas.

WHAT MAKES SWAP DIFFERENT?

SWAP gives you a headstart. When a

student joins SWAP they become a mem

ber of the programme and given extra

assistance in finding jobs. Although we

cannot guarantee jobs the orientation

programme you receive when you arrive

in Vancouver will probably mean that

you will get one within a short period of

time anyway.

You can beome a SWAP member by

applying to SSA on one of the applicat

ion forms that you should find at your

student union office or nearest STA of

fice. If not, phone SSA on (03)6632353.

There is a registration fee of $95 which

covers your SWAP Canada kit, processing

of your work visa, two nights accom

modation on arrival in Vancouver, an

International Student Identity (if elig

ible) otherwise an Australian Student

Identity Card, orientation on arrival

and the services of SSA/STA and CFS/S

and Travel Cuts if you get into any prob
lems. The orientation will point you in

the right directions for finding jobs and

will give up-to-date information on

accommodation, travel and sights to see.

Most of the jobs available to SWAP

participants are in the service area. You
will be arriving in winter and jobs will be

available in the snowfield for lift operat

ors, waiters, bar attendants, cleaners and

maids, to name some. SWAP participants
in Canada from other countries have

obtained all sorts of jobs including off

ice workers (especially through

temporary staff agencies), farm hands,
bell-hops and a host of others.

WHEN TO APPLY?

The earlier the better because work

visas are limited. Final application forms

will become available in July, but applic
ation must be made by about the 3rd

week of September as it takes some time

to process visas. You can register your

interest now and we will forward further

information when it becomes available.

There will be special group departures

on the 24th November and the 1st and

8th December. All flights must be booked

through Student Travel Australia who

have arranged special prices.

You will be issued with a one year

non-renewable visa which will permit

you to work anywhere in the country
at any job. Canadian law requires that

persons entering Canada on any work visa

have, and pass, a medical check-up,

Canada is a huge country, the second

largest after the Soviet Union (Australia

is sixth). Like Australia, most of it is un

habited; 89% has no permanent popul
ation and 80% of the 25 million Canad

ians live within 400 km of the border

with the United States. Unlike Australia,
it is the cold, rather than hot dry con

ditions which keep the population
concentrated.

The most popular tourist attraction is

the Canadian Rockies running down the

west coast. Though the highest peak (Mt

Logan 6050 metres) is in an isolated

corner of the Yukon, the Rockies are re

nowned for the excellent skiing condit

ions and facilities.

In a country that stretches from the

Atlantic to the Pacific. Ocean, the Rockies

are still only a small part of what can be

seen. From the permanently frozen ice

caps and. windswept treeless tundra to

luxuriant rain forests, endless pine for-'

ests and semi-arid scrub lands the variety

is endless.
a

Like Australia, Canada is a multicult
ural country, but with two official

languages, French and English. French

speakers number 6.5 million and are

concentrated in the province of Quebec.
There are about .5 million Indians and

Eskimos many of whom reside in the

northern half of the country. The power
ful and strange looking totem poles are

unique to the Indians in the same way

that the Eskimos are always identified

with igloos.

The Trans-Canada Highway, believed

to be the longest in the world, is a 9,600
km long adventure which will give many

Australians SWAPPERS enough 'exper
iences and memories to last a lifetime.

And getting to Canada with SWAP is

so easy! So pick up a brochure from

your student union office, an STA .

office or from Students Services Aust

ralia by phoning (03) 663 2353.

Bryan Havenhand

I SEMINARS FOR PROSPECTIVE SOCIAL
|

I WORK STUDENTS 1

The Department of Social Work at the

University of Sydney is to hold three

public seminars this month to provide
information about the changes in criteria

for admission to the Bachelor of Social

Work Degree.

In 1986 students can only enter Social

Work in the second year of tertiary stud

ies. Those interested in applying can

come from any university or equivalent

tertiary institution provided their first

year includes psychology and at least

two other subjects. As well as satisfying

academic requirements, those applying
must also provide evidence of an interest

in social welfare or social policy, or

knowledge of another language, and

sensitivity to cultural differences. The

closing date for application is 1 October.

The seminars will deal with proced
ures for entry to the BSW degree, the

content of the degree with particular

reference to fieldwork training and the

nature of career in social work. They
will be held at 6pm 17 July and 10am

27 July in the Mills Building Seminar

Room, University of Sydney and at 6pm
31 July Lecture Theatre A, Westmead

Hospital.

Prospective applicants will have the

opportunity to raise questions in small

group discussions at these seminars,

which will last for 'two hours. They will

be conducted by staff of the Department
of Social Work, current social work stud

ents and social work practitioners from

different agencies.
The new criteria have been introduced

to give students more time during their

first year of tertiary education to find

out more about social work before they
commit themselves, according to the

Professor of Social Work, Stuart Rees.

'Each applicant will be asked to de

scribe briefly how they applied their

educational and other experiences to

social work concerns,' said Professor

Rees. 'Mature aged applicants will thus
have an opportunity to refer to relevant

life experiences and skills.'

Professor Rees points out that special
admission students will still be able to

gain provisional places in the first year of
the degree. These will be confirmed at

the end of the year if and when students
have successfully completed their courses.

Further information can be obtained
from the Secretary to the Board of

Studies in Social Work, Ms Robyn Nuss

(02) 692 4038.
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Independent Soviet Peace Groups

A major criticism often levelled at the

?Western peace movement is that it has no

counterpart in the Eastern Bloc.

Occasionally the accusation is also made,
that peace groups in the West are merely

mouthpieces for Communist propaganda.
This article, dealing specifically with the

peace movement in the Soviet Union it

self, is an attempt to show that such

statements are misleading and unjustified.

It is important to first make the dist

inction between the official Soviet Peace

Committee and the unofficial, independ
ent peace movement, with which we are

more concerned. The Soviet Peace Com

mittee was founded by Stalin in 1949 and

has equivalents in other Eastern Bloc

countries. It is simply an organ of gov
ernment policy, blaming the nuclear arms

race entirely on Western nations and

supporting such actions as the invasion of

Afghanistan. In order to show that it is

representative of the people, the Peace

Committee claims that it has 80 million

members among Soviet citizens. However,
an independent peace activist, Sergei
Batovrin (see below) claims that accord

ing to its annual report the Peace Comm

ittee has only 450 members, who are all

highly paid government clerks. The figure
of 80 million refers to the number of

Soviet citizens who contribute annually
to the Soviet Peace Fund. These contrib

utions are not voluntary, but are deduct

ed from the salary as a form of taxation.

The one main group in the unofficial

Soviet peace movement is 'The Group
to Establish Trust Between the USSR

and the USA', which was formed in

Moscow in June 1982 with eighteen

original members, most of whom were

scientists. Since then, affiliated trust

groups have formed in Odessa, Novosi

birsk, Leningrad, Kiev and Riga, and the

group now has over 2000 supporters in

20 different cities.

In Moscow the group conducts weekly
scientific seminars and in May 1984

it began a journal called 'Trust' con

taining articles and photographs which

reflect the group's activities and its point
. of view on peace issues. It also began a

widespread distribution of the medical

effects of nuclear weapons.

Other activities have included sending
proposals towards peace to peace activists

in ther countries and to the governments
of East and West, circulating petitions

amongst Soviet citizens (e.g. calling for

'he renewal of negotiations for disarma

ment without preconditions) holding
protest demonstrations, planting a 'peace

garden', calling for Moscow to be

declared a Nuclear Free Zone, for the

Black Sea to be a 'sea of trust', and

for Odessa and its twin town Baltimore
;- !SA) to be declared Nuclear Free Zones.

The group states that 'Only by
encouraging as much human contact

between the people in East and West can

we help break down the political dead

lock which dominates and poisons curr

ent relations. We believe that significant
as they are, protests against arms build

up are only half the answer. As activists,

in the international movement we strong
ly urge our colleagues to devote them

selves to working for establishing trust

between the nations.'

At its formation the 'Group to Est
ablish Trust' launched an 'Appeal to

the Governments and Publics of the

USSR and the USA' which by Febru

ary T983 had been signed by more

than 900 people. They prefaced their

appeal by saying that —

'The USSR and the USA possess the.

means to kill on a scale capable of

putting an end to the history of

human society.
The balance of fear cannot be a

reliable guarantee of security in the

world. Only trust between nations

can create a firm faith in the future.
- - ? Politicians on both sides are

incapable of coming to an agreement

in the near future concerning any

appreciable arms limitations, much less

about substantial disarmament.

Politicians are impeded in main

taining objectivity in questions of

disarmament by their political inter

ests and obligations.

Realizing this,
we do not want to

accuse either side of not desiring to

promote the peace process, much less of

having any aggressive plans Jor the

future. We are convinced that they are

sincerely struggling for peace and the

prevention of the nuclear threat.

However, the search for ways to

disarm is somewhat hindered.

We all share equal responsibility

before the future. - -
- We are con

vinced that the time has come for the

general public not only to pose the

questions ofdisarmament to the de

cision-makers, but also to resolve the

question along with the politicians.

We propose a four-sided dialogue,
where both the Soviet arid American

publics would be included in the

politicians' dialogue, enjoying equal

rights.

We are for the progressive, and fin

ally the complete abolition of nuclear

weapon stockpiles and other means

of massive destruction, and for the

limitation of conventional weapons.'

The appeal was based on five main

points:

(1) A call for individuals to make

concrete proposals for the establish

ment of trust and for the mutual limit

ation and reduction of arms.

(2) A call for the general public of

both the USA and the USSR to create

independent and international groups,

whose function would be to analyse
individual proposals for peace, to select

the most interesting and realistic of these,

inform the public about them and re

commend them for review to the govern
ments of both countries and also to

inform the public generally, on all issues

concerning nuclear war, disarmament,etc.

(3) A call for scientists to create

independent research groups to analyse

proposals for peace and to work on

scientific problems directy connected

with the development of peace.

(4) An appeal to all political figures

and representatives of the media of both

countries to refrain from mutual accus

ations of intending to use nuclear weap

ons for aggressive purposes as this only
makes it more difficult for constructive

dialogue to take place.

(5) An appeal to the governments of

both the USSR and the USA to create

an international bulletin (with govern
mental guarantees for distribution in both

countries) in which both sides would

exchange opinions, suggestions and in

formation on peace issues.

DRAWING BY .SERGEY BATOVRIN MADE

IN MOSCOW PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

IN AUGUST l 08 2
.

The group has numerous other sugg

estions for how we can humanize relat

ions between East and West. These

include an exchange of films, slides

and art works on the themes of peace,

disarmament and life and culture in the*

USSR and the West, an exchange of

lectures on peace and disarmament,
publication of a 'peace almanac' for

and by young people in East and West,

regular radio broadcasts of discussions of

peace issues between citizens of East and
West, an exchange programme for school

children and university students, organ

ising contacts between soldiers in the

armed forces, and organising American
cultural centres in the USSR and vice

versa.

The independent Soviet peace move

ment is badly misrepresented by both

the Soviet government and by Western
ers. On the one hand they are hounded

by the KGB as 'anti-Soviet renegades,

criminals and imposters, manipulated by
Western intelligence services', and on the

other hand they are labelled as political

dissidents and treated as heroes by anti

Soviet Westerners. Much of what is

written about them in the West consists

of propagandist and sensationalist acc

ounts of the repression they suffer from,
providing instant publicity for the anti

Soviet stance.
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'We, in the Western alliance, must remain
united behind the United States and

maintain solid opposition to the Soviet

threat. Otherwise we will be weakened by
our divisions and Soviet expansionism
will benefit.

'

Arguments such as these are often
raised against peace movement campagins
for a nuclear-free Pacific and to support
the New Zealand government's stance on

nuclear warships. These arguments are

very misleading, one reason for this being
that they present the so-called Communist

countries as being a united front, and

conveniently disregard the enormous

problems the Soviet Union (USSR) has
in controlling its client-states in Eastern
Europe e.g.: the uprisings in Hungary
(1956), Czechoslovakia (1968) and

Poland (1982).
I have collected some pieces of inform

ation about Romania which should

suffice to show that the Romanian gov
ernment has been adopting an independ
ent stance on many issues. My motive
here is not to show the Warsaw Pact
and Eastern European governments as be

ing tolerant of dissent — the more conser
vative Communist forces are probably
appalled by the Romanian government's
gestures. I simply want to criticize the
view that the Communist Bloc is a

unified monolith totally immune to

change.

— Romania is a member of the Warsaw

Pact but refuses to allow Warsaw

Pact military exercises on its

territory.
?- In 1984 there were fears in the

Eastern Bloc that Romania would

not renew the Warsaw Pact treaty
which expired earlier this year.

(However, Romania renewed its

membership for another 20 years).
The leaders of Romania support
the idea of a Balkan Nuclear-Free
Zone to cover Romania, Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia and Greece.

— Romania is the only member

country of the Council for Mutual

Economic Aid (COMECON) which

has taken up the drive towards

self-sufficiency in its planning.

— The Romanian government wishes

to play an independent role in

building trust between the super

powers. The Romanian President,
Mr Ceausescu, said he would press
for a return of the superpowers to

nuclear arms reduction talks as

soon as possible after the US

presidential elections of November
1984

— Romania has voiced opposition to

Soviet policy in Indo-China and
to Soviet intervention in

Afghanistan.
— Romania was the only Eastern

Bloc country not to boycott the

1984 Los Angeles Olympics.

It is unfortunate that there is so little

information about Romania in the Aust

ralian media. One reason for this is

certainly that Romania is a long way

away and is not a major, powerful state.

But maybe another reason is that too

much publicity about independent
minded dissent in Eastern Europe might

go against the polarized, black-and-white
'cold war' mentality with which we are

fed almost to bursting point: us and

them, the Red Hordes against the Free

World, etc. etc. We cannot expect the

media barons and conservative journalists
to change this. Hopefully some more

material
'

about Eastern Europe, partic
ularly on independent progressive and

peace-initiatives, can be published in

'Woroni'. ? Keep your eyes /open!

Will Firth
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Knock off a whole semester's reading
in one-third the time

with better comprehension.

We'll show you how... free.
Would you like to:

Raise your grade average without long
hours over texts.

End all-night cramming sessions.

Breeze through all your studying in as little

as 1/3 the time.

D Have more free time to enjoy yourself.
Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better

concentration, understanding and recall.

Evelyn Wood works - over 1 million people,

including students, executives, senators and

even presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour

demonstration will show you how to save

hundreds of hours of drudgery this year (as well

as how to increase your speed immediately with

some simple new reading techinques).

It only takes an hour and its free. Don't miss it.

I

? SCHEDULE OF FREE SPEED READING LESSONS- ?

1

You'll increase your reading speed up to 100% on the spot!

ONE WEEK ONLY

6 pm or 8 pm
MONDAY 15TH JULY-FRIDAY 19TH JULY INCLUSIVE

Australian National University ^^B^^fe
K. Block Canteen I^L^H

Next to Law School B^S^^B
Canberra B^ I ^m

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics feMl
? THE LEARNING SYSTEM OF THE FUTURE_

EWR2I06
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AND THE SOVIET UNION
from the Moscow Watch Committee

The Helsinki Agreement' is shorthand
for 'The Final Act of the Conference on

Security and Cooperation in Europe', a

document signed in Helskinki on 1 Aug
ust 1975. The 'Final Act' sets down a

number of principles and undertakings

upon which the signatories agreed to base

their future coexistence, cooperation and

security. It also sets out undertakings to

respect human rights and the rights of
coif rlotorminatirtn nf nonnloc

THE SOVIET RECORD OF

COMPLIANCE

On March 3 1983, during the Madrid

Review, US representative Max Kample
man drew the conference's attention to

these facts:

— a total of about 500 Soviet citizens

arrested and convicted as political

and religious prisoners since

Helsinki, ^

— the invasion of Afghanistan and the

. imposition of martial law in Poland
— Jewish and other immigration from

the Soviet Union almost halted
— two human rights activists gaoled

for 1 2 year terms the week before

his speech!

By the time the words of that US repres

entative were published in the same year,

over 50 Soviet Helsinki monitors were in

prisons, labour camps, psychiatric hospit
als or internal exile across the USSR. In

its April 1985 Australian Newsletter,

Amnesty International notes the death

in custody of three such monitors in

1984.

Consider the continuing evidence of

the use' of psychiatric treatment to

crush dissidence. The Amnesty Internat

ional report on the USSR in 1980 gave
the following example of types of actions

used as grounds for confining people to

psychiatric hospitals.

giving song recitals in one's own flat,

criticising the Government in the pres

ence of one's workmates/trying to

cross the border to another country,
without permission, persistently

making religious craft articles, bring
ing personal complaints to high gov
ernment offices in Moscow, publicis
ising one's demand to emigrate by
carrying a placard in front of the Bol
shoi Ballet or a foreign embassy,
having pictures of dissenters above

one's sleeping place in a hostel, per

sistently seeking official permission to

emigrate, distributing leaflets contain- -

ing 'anti-Soviet slander', trying to......

?'?meet with a foreign correspondent.

What were dissidents suffering from,
according to officially appointed psych
iatrists? Consider the following:

nervous exhaustion brought on by her

search for justice, psychopathetic para

noia with overvalued ideas and tenden

cies to litigation, schizophrenia with

religious delirium, reformist delusions,

delusional ideas of reformism and

struggle with the existing social polit
ical system in the USSR, a mania for

reconstructing society, schizophrenia
— philosophical intoxication.

In the case of Vladimir Rozhdestovov,
the official psychiatrist defended a dia
gnosis of schizophrenia in court along
the following lines:

Defence — In what way was the be

haviour of Rozhdestvov

delirious?

Psych. — All his remarks and behav

iour bore the mark of anti

Soviet views.

Defence — What form did this delir

ium take?

Psych. — He did not respond to

correction.

v Defence — What does that mean? He

had written that he would be

true to his convictions until

death. Is that delirium?

Psych. —

'

He expressed ideas a about

reorganisation, anti-Soviet .

remarks.

Defence — But these ideas can be

those 'of a healthy person.

How can you confirm that these

ideas are not anti-Soviet but

-..
?-?-,?.. delirious?

-Psych. — They do not respond to
??

correction. I do not wish to

add anything further.

Defence — You are not able to or

you do not wish to?

Psych. — I do not wish to.

Defence — Apart from the delirious

ideas of reform, did Rozhdest

vov have any other delirious

ideas, for instance, of

persecution?

Psych. — Not yet.

Defence — What characteristics of

Rozhdestvov's psychology give

grounds for putting him in a

special psychiatric hospital?

Psych. — Long-term treatment of the

illness, its incurable nature, that

is, it does not respond to

treatment.

It's hard to know whether to laugh or

cry!

I have said nothing of the over two

million inhabitants of corrective labour

campus under the control of the Main

Administration for Corrective Labour

Campus (GULAG), many of whom are in

campus because of their religious, politic
al or nationalist activities, or of the

hunger, medical neglect, atrocious

working and living conditions and beat

ings they suffer.

REMEMBER AFGHANISTAN?

It is now over five years since Soviet
forces invaded Afghanistan to prop uP a

puppet regime and to crush the popular
resistance which had contributed to the ?

collapse of Soviet backed rule, established

two years earlier by a military coup. And,
as Dr Amin Saikal fro the Australian

National University has written, 'there is

every indication that this war, with all

its human sufferings and devastations,

particularly for the Afghan people, will

persist for the foreseable future'.

A recent report for the United Nations
Human Rights Commission reported on

the nature and impact of this act of agg

ression (or, as the Pravda Editor-in-Chief

describes it, this 'mission of goodwill').

It found:

— there are some four million Af

ghans who have fled their country
as a result of the situation created

since 1979. This constitutes one

third of the Afghan population.

Nearly three quarters of the refugee

population is made up of women

and children;

:

— according to one source, Kabul and

provincial prisons hold over 50,000

political prisoners;
— Soviet and Afghan Government

forces use terror as a crucial part of

their strategy of pacification. So,
for example, there has been —

. systematic bombing of hospitals

. carpet bombing and levelling of

villages

. destruction of the rural econ

omy in areas where resistance

forces operate, and poisoning of

water, cereal and livestock

. the use of torture, rape and mass

village executions against the

civilian population
.

the use of chemical agents and
the explosion of bombs produc
ing gasses of various colours with

an incendary effect

. the use of booby-trapped toys
designed as small animals or

shaped like pens which were

dropped by helicopter into
??'''???*

'-'?'

resistance areas and which

:— — explode when picked up

..,-? . the execution of prisoners of

war.

Amnesty International, in a report
in 1984, expressed concern about im

prisonment of prisoners of conscience,
detention of political prisoners without

charge or trial, torture and ill-treatment

of detainees, the use of the death penalty
and reported extra-judicial execution.

THE HELSINKI AGREEMENT AND

THE UNION, WOMEN'S AND

PEACE MOVEMENT

It is a truism that most of us take

things of great value to us for granted
until we are threatened with their loss.

In the West one of our most valued

set of rights is that of free speech, assoc

iation and assembly. Three groups who

have relied mainly on this set of rights in

the last few decades in order to bring
their views and rights to public and

government attention are the trade

union, women's and peace movements..

Unfortunately their comrades in the

Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc do not

possess this set of rights and are silenced

savagely when they speak out for it or

simply assume it by going public with

their views and activities.

Consider the following three prisoners

of conscience whose cases were publicised

recently by Amnesty International:

— Yegor Volkov, now aged 58, was

arrested in 1967 after trying to

organise a strike. He has since

been confined in psychiatric inst

itutions and has reportedly been

. injected with powerful antipsy
chotic drugs and other substances.

— Natalya Lazareva was sentenced in

1982 to six years imprisonment and

internal exile on a charge of 'anti

Soviet agitation and propaganda'
for her part in preparing 'Maria',
an unofficial almanac of feminist

poetry and prose. She is now serv

ing the first part of her sentence

in a strict regime labour colony for

women political prisoners. She has
suffered beatings while in prison;

— Aleksander Shatravka was sentenc

ed in 1982 to three years imprison
ment for membership of an unoff

icial peace group. Subsequent to

the publication of a smuggled
letter by him in 1984 alleging he

had been beaten, he was sentenced

to a further two-and-a-half years

imprisonment in February this

year.

HELSINKI ACCORDS

TENTH ANNIVERSARY

VEM0HSTRA T/0N

AT THE

SOVIET EMBASSY
Canberra Avenue, Griffith

SUNDAY 28 JULY

1 1am to 1pm

organized by the

MOSCOW WATCH COMMITTEE
further information:

Glenn Phillips 58 5897 (h)
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A REPLY TO L.T.

As members of Campus CISCAC

(the Committee in Solidarity with Cen

tral America and the Caribbean) we wish

to express our disgust at the article in

Woroni (Vol.37, No.7) by L.T. entitled

'Nicaragua: Has anything really

changed?' It is unfortunate that we

have to waste valuable time answering
such base, unsubstantiated drivel, but

we Teei mat sucn aisiortion ot reamy

requires a reply in the interest of a truth

ful presentation of the struggles being

waged by the Nicarguan people.

We do not make the ridiculous assert

ion made by L.T. that the article is writ

ten without political motivation (in the

same breath he/she admits to holding an

'anti-Sandinista attitude'). We believe

that any humane, informed person can

not but support the struggles for liberat

ion being conducted by the workers and

peasants of Central America against the

centuries of exploitation and oppress

ion; and further, that- such a person

should actively oppose the interference

by any power which aims to perpetuate
the misery upheld' by ruthless dictator

ships. For these reasons we support the

Nicaraguan Revolution, which is one of

the most inspiring struggles for freedom

witnessed in our lifetime. Taunts that we

are 'anti-American pro anything anti

American' is meaningless rhetoric; our

goal is the promotion of selfdetermin
ation in the region under governments
accountable to the people, and the pre

servation of those- people's territorial

integrity. It so happens that this

clashes with US interests.

L.T. claims that the Sandinistas have

abandoned their promises to 1) respect

human rights; 2) hold free and honest

elections; 3) commit themsleves to polit
ical pluralism and; 4) commit themselves
to responsible control of the economy

mixed with free enterprise. The evidence

provided by L.T. ranges from distortions

to outright lies and the fact that not one

of the sources are ever mentioned puts

into question the validity and credibility

of the entire argument from the very

start. In contrast, the views of CISCAC
are based upon a wide range of sources

ranging from independent human rights

commissions, parliamentary reports and

papers, magazines, newspapers and

persons with first-hand information and

personal experience in the region. Many
of our members have worked and trav

elled in Nicargua and CISCAC has re

cently built a health dentre in the north

of the country and is presently building a

. primary school there. L.T.'s so-called

'careful observation of the facts of the

past six years' not only angers us, but al

so makes us wonder exactly what mot

ivates a person to spew out such unsub
l stantiated nonsense.

HUMAN RIGHTS

On the question of human rights LT's

evidence is merely a list of alleged tort

I ure techniques from an uncited source.

The highly respected independent human

I rights organization 'Americas Watch' re

I leased a 98 page report in March of this

I year on human
rights in Nicaragua. The

I report had to go back to 1981 and 1982
I to find something to report about the

I Nicaraguan government^ 1) This con

I cerned the deaths of 14 to 17 Miskito In

I dians. During this period the Sandinistas

I had accepted an offer from Steadman

I Fagoth (now a leading contra) to act as

I a Sandinista representative to the Mis

I kitos. However, he deliberately provoked
I confusion and misunderstanding and

I thereby recruited Miskitos to the

I contras.(2) Recently, relations between

the Miskitos and the Sandinistas have

been making progress, acknowledging
their initial misunderstandings. Americas

Watch now commends the Sandinistas

present policy. (3) American journalist
Ken Lawrence reports that many of the

Miskitos who joined the 'contras' during
the early period 'have returned to their

homes under the terms of the amnesty
declared by the Sandinistas,' (4) Dr

Andrew Hopkins, lecturer in Sociology
at the ANU, who visited Nicaragua in

1983 to examine the human rights sit

uation concluded; 'I found the human

rights situation to be remarkably
good.'(5)

The willingness of the Sandinistas to

admit arid correct their mistakes and

the unhindered access given to human

rights organizations to examine the sit

uation within the country(6) is testimony
to the government's respect for human

rights. This contrasts with the contras

who, as Ken Lawrence reported, system
atically kidnap, rape, torture and massac

re the peasant population. 'Their task is

to terrorize, not to win hearts and

minds.'(7) Other reports by the Central

American Health Rights Network, Amer

icas Watch, the International Human

Rights Law Group, the Washington Office

on Latin America and the Congressional

congress on arms control and foreign

policy among others provide detailed

evidence on the systematic abuse of

human rights by the contras, whom Ron

ald Reagan affectionately calls 'our

brothers'. (8)

If LT had the intelligence to take even

a cursory glance at any of these sources

instead of repeating parrot-fashion

Reagan's rhetoric about 'native Indians

whose fellow Indians have been period
ically slaughtered by the Sandinistas'

then the embarrassment we must subject

LT to could have been avoided.

Not only does the Nicaraguan govern
ment respect human rights, it also has the

most impressive record in the region for

'supplying human needs. In the area of

health, the Sandinistas have built hund

reds of health- centres, opened hospitals,
eradicated polio, reduced the incidence of

preventable diseases and lowered infant

mortality. These, among other achieve

ments has earned the government recog
nition by the World Health Organization
as a 'model country in health'. (9) In ed

ucation the Sandinistas literacy campaign
reduced the rate of illiteracy from 50% of

the adult population to 12%(10) increased

enrolments in schools and encouraged
adult educational

?

programmes.

ELECTIONS

Reading LT's diatribe agajnst the

Sandinistas an uninformed person would

be forgiven for thinking that Nicaragua
has not held elections. They are not even

mentionedl LT claims that 'political

and democratic pluralism is a sick joke

under the Sandinistas .... There is no

real commitment for pluralism in Nicar

agua .... Of course oppositon parties

exist and are allowed to organize but are

not allowed to have candidates.' How

can such trash be written by someone

claiming 'careful observation of the

facts'?

After the revolution the Sandinasts

promised free elections — the first in

Nicaragua's history — within six years.

This promise was duly carried out in

I November 1984. The election was observ

ed by visitors from a wide range of

groups and diverse interests, including

representatives from the Swedish and

Canadian governments, the French Soc

ialist Party, Austrian Jesuit priests, a

US Presbyterian minister, former pres

ident Costa Rica Figueres, a magistrate

from Italy plus hundreds more internat

ionally respected political figures and per

I sonalities. All attested to the fairness of

the electoral procedure. (12) An observer

from the British Conservative Party,

David Ash by MP reported; 'The elect

oral law was adequate to cover secret

/ elections. \ was able to observe unhin

dered the electoral process, and could

detect no suspicion of malpractice. The

elections were properly carried out.'(13)

As Senator Bolkus noted in his report

to the Senate after his return from Nic

aragua in January; 'The Sandinistas

polled over 70% of the vote in those

elections, in which over 80% of the

electorate voted. Last year in America

President Reagan finished up with some

thing like 28% of the people voting for

him. So he has a major credibility gap

when he claims that the Sandinistas do

not have the support of the people in

Nicaragua.'(14)
'

As for the Sandinistas' commitment
to pluralism, this was fully borne out in

the elections. Seven parties, both to the

right and to the left of the Sandinistas,

participated and were allowed complete
freedom of expression. Even the Sandin

ista paper, Barricada, allowed their lead

ers to express their views on the widest of

issues, some vehemently anti-Sandinista,

in the paper. All these parties now have

seats in the National Assembly, the legis

lative body of Nicaragua. Only the ex

treme right refused to participate in the

elections despite numerous attempts by
the Sandinistas to draw them into the

electoral process. (15) This refusal was

an acknowledgement by the extreme

right of their political bankruptcy, as

they have compromised themselves in

the eyes of the Nicarguan people through
their links with the contras and the

Reagan administration. If the Sandinistas' :.

intention is to create 'little more than a

dictatorship' then they are making a

frightful mess of it.

THE ECONOMY

The claim by LT that the Nicaraguan

economy has been 'strangled' by the

policies of the Sandinistas displays a

shocking degree of ignorance. By 1982
the government had reduced the pre

revolutionary unemployment rate of 40%
to 13% 'made possible by a growth of

8.7% in the country's economy'. (16)

The other countries in the region were

suffering negative growth rates.

The stepping up of US assistance to

the contras has had a shattering effect

upon the economy and on the welfare

programmes of the government. In 1984

total war damage was estimated at

$US225 million. (17) Harvests have been

affected due to the need to divert labour

to purposes of defence. Between January
and March of this year alone 39 coffee

pickers were killed by contras, material

loss was over $1 million and the cost of

resettling population affected by fighting

was estimated at $50 million. (18)

Furthermore, US pressure on internat

ional lending institutions has significantly

reduced the Nicaraguans' ability to re

construct the war-torn country. (19)

The Somoza legacy itself presented
enormous obstacles to the restoration of

Nicaragua. The dictator left a foreign

debt of $US1 .6 billion and fled to Miami

with the country's treasury and bombed

his opponents' factories before he

left. (20)

With respect to the mixed economy,

LT mentions nothing of the fact that

60% of the economy is in private

hands. (21) The industry and land which

the government 'seized' was largely the
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A REVOLUTION CAN MAKE H
remains of the Somoza empire which the

dictator left behind. (22) The Somoza

family wealth was estimated at $US900
million. (23) He wasn't able to take off

of this on the plane with him to Miami
so the people expropriated the wealth

which they themselves had created under

the dictatorship through their own sweat

and blood. The only other fixed capital

which was expropriated was the result

of 'their owners having been caught de

capitalizing', noted Andrew Hopkins.
'But,' he continues, 'there is certainly

no policy of further nationalization.

The 'erosion of economic pluralism is a

myth.' (24) Ironically, the Sandinistas

have been accused by parties on the left

for not going far enough with respect

to nationalization.

The land which was expropriated is

being redistributed among landless pea

sants. 1,946 million manzanas of land

had been handed over to the peasantry

by the end of last year. (25) As Hurtado

reported in South; 'Only a fourth of

this came from expropriations; the rest

came from the Somoza family and from

the legalization of land titles.' (26)

Independent producers, mainly small
holders own 62% of the land. (27)

The Sandinistas' stress on human

needs and equitable distribution is the

best testimony to their 'responsible

government control of the economy'.

Responsibility must be measured by
asking, responsible to whom?

The above examination of the extent

to which the Sandinistas have fulfilled
.

or are fulfilling their promises can only

lead to one conclusion; the Sandinistas

can only be commended for their polic

ies, enacted under the most difficult of

conditions, and it is the moral duty of

all concerned persons from the USA to

Australia to ensure that the people of

Nicaragua are allowed to determine

their own future without the insidious

interference of the USA.

******

The 'careful observations' supplied by
LT to bolster the arguments suggests

the work of an ill-informed ignoramus
or a malicious and politically .motivated

attempt, at misinformation calculated to

undermine the solidarity work which

groups such as C1SCAC conduct.
The use of the term 'las turbas' by

LT betrays the sources of his/her inform

ation. The term is used by reactionay

elements within the Nicaraguan church

and is seized upon by the right-wing

press to try and present a conflict

between church and government in Nic

aragua. Reality however, does not fit

into this distorted framework. The fact

is that the church in Nicaragua, like all

other Latin American countries, is di

vided between a liberation wing (or

popular church) and a reactionary

conservative wing (usually the church

hierarchy). (28) The popular church

commands the respect of most Nicarag
uans in this very religious country and

supports the Sandinistas. Two of its

priests, Ernesto Cardenal and Miguel
D'Escoto hold ministerial posts in the go

government. The relationship between

Christianity and marxism has been fund

amental to the success of the Nicaraguan
Revolution. The French commentator

Henri Weber wrote in 1981 that: 'In

this intensely Catholic country, there is

complete freedom of worshp. A number

of 'red' priests sit on the government
. . . Sandinista commandantes openly
take part in great religious festivities,

having declared once and for all that

there can be no conflict between their

ideal of justice and the message of

Christ.' (29) LT's vision of 'Sandinista

mobs' with 'clubs, stones and petrol

bombs' attacking church-goers reduced

us to hysterical laughter.

The 'mob rule' LT refers to was a'

'beat-up' story from 1982. The full

facts emerged in Intercontinental Press

on September 6, 1982. The reactionary

hierarchy of the church uses transfers

of priests and nuns supportive of the

revolution in an attempt to politically

control their church following. In the

barrio of Santo Rosa this tactic back

fired when the hierarchy replaced the

popular priest, Msgr Caldera, with a

more 'politically reliable' priest. The res

idents of Santa Rosa 'bitterly protested

the transfer, even occupying the local

church'. In response, the conservative

Father Bismarck Carballo exommunic

aed all the occupiers. This draconian
measure enraged all catholics who were

both church members and supporters of

the revolution. Carballo was at the centre

of a scene that August which was complet

ely distorted in the international press.

Baumanh, from Intercontinental Press

reported: 'Surprised by an outraged

husband and driven from the bed of a

young woman to whom he claimed to

be providing 'spiritual guidance' Car

ballo ended up in the street —
. stark

naked — in the midst of an unrelated

demonstration.' (3)) The story was

blown up to demonstrate the Sandinistas'

lack of respect for the Church. However,
one does not necessariliy need to be a

Christian to realize that for a priest to

gain respect, his first mission should be to

obey the word of God. (However, this

article is about Nicaragua, not the Ten

Commandments.)
LT also echoes Reagan in the claim

that Nicaragua 'is a threat to stability

in Central America'. Reagan's aid to

the contras was originally justified on

the grounds that the Sandinistas were

providing arms to El Salvadoran rebels.

However, despite the presence of 150

field agents in El Salvador and Honduras

and all the sophisticated technological
hardware of the USA not one scrap of

credible evidence has been produced
to substantiate the claim. (31) So now

Reagan comes forward and states

simply that he wants to 'remove' the

'present structure' of the Nicaraguan

government. (32) The search for peace

by the Sandinistas through Con tadora is

another example of their peaceful intent,

despite the aggressive measures adopted

by Reagan, which range from financing
the contras, mining Nicaraguan harbours,

intrusions of Nicarguan airspace and

waters, attempting to enforce an internat

ional trade embargo on the country and

pressuring lending institutions to with

draw support for Nicargua. In April,

the American Association of Jurists

called upon all nations of the world 'to

collaborate and ensure that Nicaragua,

in the person of President Daniel Ortega,
wins the Nobel Peace Prize.' (33) Nicar

agua is being attacked by contra forces

from within Honduras and Costa Rican

territory, while these countries give

their silent consent, under US pressure,

to such activities. Yet the claim is still !

made that it is the Nicaraguans who are
!

conducting 'infiltration for the purposes

of subversion'.
]

LT must view the people of Central

America with utter contempt to believe

that it is the Russians and Cubans who

are fomenting revolution in the region.
The misery and the revolutionary respon

ses are engendered by the socio-economic
environment upheld by US imperialism.
The people will win through their own

struggles. Popular revolutions, such as

the Sandinistas, cannot be imported.

It is the responsibility of all con

cerned persons to help the Nicaraguan

people win peace through pressuring our

governments to take an active stand

against the policy of the Reagan administ
ration and to counteract the distorted

information disseminated by the right

wing press. We urge all those who support
the above to aid CISCAC in aiding Nicar

agua. This can be done through attending

our film nights, seminars, meetings and

other activities. This invitation is open to

all, even LT. It bewilders us at Campus
CISCAC that LT, who claims to be so

concerned about Nicargua, has not ap

proached us at our bookstalls or meetings
and discussed the situation in Nicaragua

with us. LT, being a student, would cert

ainly be aware of our existence. We even

extend to LT the invitation to join us at

the end of the year in our Campus
CISCAC work brigade to Nicargua where

we shall be helping to build- the primary
school we are presently financing. Or is

LT afraid of being thrown into a cell

filled with rotting corpses by the Sandin

istas, then stuffed into a 'barrel of ants'
?

then reduced to jelly through 'operation
sandwich'?

Peter 'ant-catcher' Lleonhard

Cathy 'reduce 'em to jelly' Jones

Rod 'super sandwich maker.' Smith

Alastair 'mattress stuffer' Greig

Graeme 'commandante' Regan
Warwick 'mob inciter' Frv .
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IT'S THE GREAT W0R0NI CROSSWORD

r^ just when life was getting so boring you thought you*d have to go and study..:^

I \Js&j\ ? across
£ 5. Cult film starring Dan Ackroyd and

£ John Belushi (3,5,8)
* 10. Pronounce indistinctly

V 11. Female gamete
4 12. Social centre of campus

6 14. Rising young campus Liberal star

/ and hero of drama surrounding 7

£ down

$ 17. Metal bearing mineral

7 18, Feline zodiac

£ 19. Happening of prophetic significance

/ 20. Biblical Patriarch who survived the

§ flood
4 21. Two of the Woroni editors are this

& (Christian name)
J 23.

'

? Country' (recent English

? movie)
V 26. Campus country club college (one

v word)

§ 27. Bachelor of Laws (inits.)

4 28. Cost

30. Famous 1983 Wororji editor (and

su bu rb of Can berra )

34. Past tense of ride

36. Sister college to John's

38. Late essays & library books are

this

41. Insulting stare

. 42. Woroni music reviewer (Christian

name)
43. This.MacDonald had a farm

45. Overseas (colloq.)
47. Capital of premier State

48. 5,000 on campus, all learning

53. Boss of Catholic church

54. 'I think therefore ...'

55. Where the books on campus live

59. 'Bad Day .
. Black Rock'

60. Italian dollar

61 . .Woroni columnist said to incite

illegality

65. Slack

66. Simon Templar
67. Anger
68. Enclose present in paper

69. Uncle Toby's rolls these.

down, ? t^Z.. ? I
1

.
Bachelor of Arts for example

2. Omnibus
3. Fiddler on the ....

4. Witch doctor

5. Forbidden Act

6. Electrical Lighting Company (inits)

7. ANU waterway — controversial of

late

8. Cheese
9. Televisions

13. '. . . and leg'
— cost of education

15. Meat and veggies -

16. Hallln the willows (4,4)
21 . What inner suburbs student houses

tend to be

22. Student residence favoured by
foresters

23. As soon as possible (inits)

24. Ugly monster

25. Red gem

26. Pen
28. Search inquisitively

29. Perfect
31. Weekday
32. Primary colour

33. Students' Association President *

35. Much-read campus newspaper *

37. Capable §
39. Regarding §
40. United Nations (inits.) §
43. 'I was ? nineteen' (Redgum) &
44. Writing handicap , |
46. Personnel ?
48. Card suit J
49. Dorothy's canine friend \
50. Not down &
51 . Money owed £
52. Spike Milligan (inits.) ?
55. Famous transexua! (think Kinks) ?
56. Explode ?§
57. Peter Allen goes there §
58. Radium (Chemical symbol) *4
62. Cot £
63. Preposition ?
64. What holds your glasses on f
65. Not high J
67. Pronoun $
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[?]
Over the holidays, Dr Feelgood has

been kept busier than a dealer on a

Friday night, with a large amount of

mail from the Curious. Two of the best

(with replies) follow:

Dear Dr Feelgood, ,

It's nice to get good advice about the

evil weed, however we have some tech

nical queries.

Will you please apply your best head

to the following questions ....

1. How do you get the electric cord

from the glow lamps out of the cup

board in the most discreet /accessible

way?
2.What is the best way to attach

lights if they are wider than the cuboard.

How spaced out should they be? How

high up? (etc.)

3. What is the Ifespan of the average

plant
- and what about pruning ???

Thanks doc,

Yours in smoking solidarity,
. Connoisseurs xx

?

? ?' :

'

*s«*

W
Dear Cons,

Application of the Doctor's best head
to your queries yielded this.

1
. The average cupboard door does not

fit so well into the door-frame so that

there is not enough room for an electrical

cord to feed freely through the gap. If

you are unlucky enough to be possessed

of a cupboard where a cord will not fit

through, then the problem is most

easily solved by making a small enlarging

hole in either the door or the frame. If

the place you are in is rented, repairs can

be made when you pack up by the use

of poly-filla or a similar product and
then painting over it.

Whilst the hole is being used by the

electrical cord, any small gaps around

the cord may be plugged with Blue-Tack

(it doesn't stain!!!!)

2. Lights that are larger than the cup

board is wide are a problem. If it really

gives you the shits, jump up and down
on the lights to relieve frustration, and

then go buy some more. If you can't

afford this, Ihen two options are avail

able to you:N

A. — Fit light vertically in cupboard.
— Glue pots to opposite wall
— Mix liberal quantities of Aral

dite or Aquahere into your
normal soil mix to stop the soil

falling out
— Grow plants as normal.

B. — Fitting the lights diagonally in

the cupboard will mean you

have less space to grow plants,

and the plants will have to be

rotated daily to counteract their

natural response to grow toward

the lights.

The lights should be about

3045 cms away from each

other, the lights, to be effective,

should be no more than a couple
of inches away from the top of

the plants, but no less than
1 cm away from them (to pre
vent burning of leaves). As the

plants get higher and side-lights

are installed, the side-lights

should be close to, but not

touching, the plants.

3. Dope is essentially an annual (i.e.
it

undergoes a complete life-cycle in one

summer). Thus, under optimal condit

ions, a plant will be able to start heading

from the 10th week, and a nice bunch of

heads can be yours from the 16th week

on.

If conditions are not optimal (especial

ly if they are too cold), growth will be

slower and it may take several months to

get the plants to a decent size. The

lifespan of the plant is dependant upon

this, and so many other variable factors,

that it is impossible to say what is an

'average' plant. But if your plants are

only 5 cms high after six months some

thing is definitely wrong.

Dearest guru, defender of the faithful,

Many thanks for your 'tips' and
ideas, O great and wise one. O swami of
spasticity, please appease our insane

drug-induced paranoia, and give us

figures/info on the possibility of death
by over-cone(DBO) DBO is a worrying
factor for paranoid followers of the
true path to joy. Also perhaps a mention
o/HASH/ Can the grower possibly pro
duce this him/herself (especially with
access to chemistry equipment!!!)

Finally, a scientific thought. If you
smoke once a day, how would you rate

the effect? Hyperbolic, exponential or

logarithmic? .

With greatest reverence, O worldly
one,

Your two devoted acolytes,

Groover McTuber
.

Freewheelin 'Franklin Freak

Dear Paranoids,

What can I say?

There is no recorded evidence of any
one ever having complained of having
died by Over-coning. . You may contrib
ute this to the general apathy of the

deceased. But Rustipopoff (1984) att

ributes it to massive doses of THC being

necessary to wipe people out. In a val
iant experimental attempt to destroy

himself via over- coning. Rustipopoff
smoked over 600 cones in a row before

before he turned green, went serrated

around the edges and suddenly demanded

an 18-hour a day light cycle, ha, ha, BUT!

Members of the Hashish Club of Paris

in the 1850s, (especially Charles Baude
lair

- see Woroni Issue 2), gobbled lumps
of hash of, quote 'nut-size portions'.

Whether it was a peanut or walnut, that's

still a lot of hash. They survived it all

'

quite well and wrote lucid accounts of
their experiences. Mind you, they halluc
inated no end. Death by THC overdose
is to all intents and purposes, impossible.
The body's natural defence mechanisms
make you pass out before you can kill

yourself.

And about hash: using lots of chemist

ry equipment you can assemble an iso

merizer (Dr Feelgood found a book
on the process in a Sydney Bookshop —

but owing to financial ineptitude he
couldn't buy it. But if the book is

found, the process will be revealed in

full.
)

Traditional methods of hash collect
ion also rate a mention. Around harvest

time, when the air is filled with rattle of

seeds in their pods, naked women run

through the ganja fields, getting the

sticky resin and flowers all over their

bodies. This is then scraped off them and

processed into bricks. Whether this
is what happens or a cheap adolescent

fantasy, Dr Feelgood knows not.

A less dramatic version of primitive
hash collection involves taking a whole
ripe plant and beating, it against the

inside of a bath-tub. This supposedly
beats most of the resinous material
from the plants where it can be scraped
off.

Anda about your scientific thought.
Well, the Doctor sat and thought and
smoked over this one, and came up
with a function that is not really a

standard mathematical function. Foll
owing, is the Doctor's rating of Cones
vs Out-of-itness.

-

-

I

t
8
?3

i

[?]
- Pruning will make . a plant grow

bushier.
— By ripping out the terminal bud on

a healthy plant, two new stems will form

in place of the old one. If, after a while,

each of these two new stems is pruned,

four new stems will form — and so on.

Consistent pruning of the terminal

buds will keep the plant's height down,

and will give'1 a maximum number' of

stems upon which heads will grow
-

ergo, more heads, less leaf.

The theory behind this practice is that

removing 'the terminal bud alters the

concentration of growth-inhibiting hor

mones in the terminal bud. These hor

mones, called auxins, restrict the growth

of the lateral buds of the plant. The fur

ther the lateral buds are away from the

effects of these auxins, the more they

will grow
- hence the classic 'Christ-

mas Tree' shape of an unpruned plant.

Pruning may be a detriment when

done from the bottom up
— removing

healthy leaves will lower the overall

photo synthetic level of the plant
- thus

growth will be slowed. The lower leaves

should only be removed when they are

starting to yellow and/or shrivel. When

the leaves are like this and the top of
the plant is still healthy, it is due to the

lower leaves being sheltered by the

top ones — they are of no use and should

be removed to promote the growth of

lateral branches.

This would also be a good time to
..

bring in the side lights
— banks of

lights placed vertically next to the plants

to promote the outward growth, of the

plant.

* Remember - the more light, the better

the growth.

/ This 6' tall Thai plant was pinched
back into a bush.
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SHORTCHANGED :

ur world is characterised by divers

tiy and conflict. There are many issues

along which lines can be drawn — and
rival camps established — such as polit

ical, ideological, cultural and
*

other

differences. The one difference which
overarches and overshadows all of these,

however, is the difference between the

developed and the developing nations;

the difference between the 'haves' and

the 'have nots' at the global level. What

ever criteria are used — per capita income,

life expectancy, Gross National Product,
energy consumption and so on — it is

clear that the world is sharply divided

in two. In fact, one half of the world —

indeed, well over one half — is charact
?

.

.

: erised by chronic poverty, malnutrition

starvation and dependence. As Foreign

Affairs Minister Bill Hayden has observ

ed, one of the central issues in the world

today is 'the grinding poverty of hun

dreds of millions of our fellow men and

women, whose true agony is almost
incomprehensible to the citizens of an

affluent society, such as Australia.'

f
j the price of sugar fell by 78%, rubber

by 37% and copper by.35%. At the
.

same time, the increasing trend towards

protectionism on the part of industrial

ised countries has made the development
of export oriented manufacturing
industries in the developing nations all

the more difficult.

In terms of Australia, a greater pro

portion of trade is with developing

countries than is the case with other

industrially developed nations. For

example; 70% of Australia's manufact

uring exports _go to developing countries

This trade, however, is largely a one way

process functioning in Australia's

favour; consequently Australia has a net

surplus of well over $1 billion in trade

with developing countries. Australia part
icularly enjoys a highly unequal trading

relationship with ASEAN nations. All

the ASEAN. countries —with the excep

tion of Singapore — have a trade deficit

with Australia and Australian protect
ionism, particularly. with regard to manu

factured, goods, contributes greatly to

the imbalance, and remains a sore point

in Australia/ASEAN relations.. .

Aid%

??..'? ';;Wj_th world trade continuing. to strip'

the natural, resources
?

...of,, developing
nations, the principal means of assisting

? *?;. development and reversing the flow of

,

'
'

'wealth from South to North is through
the distribution of foreign aid. irideed,'to

?

a large extent,, the sensitivity 'of the ;;

developed nations to the problems oi

the Third World can be gauged by the/

'range and focus of aid programs. Whilst
-

the rationale for aid delivery vaViesfrom
~

. country to country, and its distribution
'

,

??

is carried out in accord with strategic
and geopolitical interests, the.

: 1984
Report of the Committee to Review the

Australian Overseas Aid Program notes

that 'aid is given primarily for hurrianit- :

arian reasons to alleviate poverty through
economic and social development ... .

it is the response of -the wealthy industrial

countries to the needs of hundreds of

millions of people who live harsh and

materially meagre lives.'

The point, however, is not simply ?

that the world is characterised by glaring,

inequalities between North and South,
but that the wealth of the developed
nations has in considerable part been

made possible by the exploitation of the

South. The systematic rape of the colon

ies by the colonizing powers has been
well documented. One of the more dram

atic examples of this process is that of

India. It has been estimated that between

the Battle of Plessy in 1753 and Water
loo, $500,000,000 to $1,000,000,000
worth of treasure was taken from India

by the British. The plunder of the colon

ies played an important role in assisting

the process of industrialisation of Europe;
vas one economist writes, 'the intensity

of the boost to Western Europe's devel

opment resulting from this 'exogamous
contribution to its capital accumulation
can hardly be exaggerated'.

Nor was this process of exploitation. .

confined to the expropriation of treasure.

Indeed, of more lasting significance was.

the transformation of the economies of'

Since World War Two, Australian gov

ernments have spent approximately

$6,000 million on aid to developing
countries, including more than $3,300
million on aid to Papua New Guinea.

Australia presently contributes around

0.45% of its Gross National Product to

aid, the bulk of which is allocated to the

development of public utilities, agri

?culture and education in the least

developed countries in the Asian/Pacific

region.
The basic tenet of Australian Govern

ment aid policy asserts that aid should;

contribute to the social and economic'

advancement of the peoples of develop

ing countries. Thus, according to the

First Annual Report of the Austral
ianp

Development Aid Agency, 'this involves

more than the short term alleviation o{

human suffering. ....
the contribution of

aid to development depends. ultimately

on- its longer term success in building up

the' capacity of the .recipient country to

provide its own economic and social

advancement .
. .aid must therefore be

directed as far as possible towards self,

sustaining development.' With this .

focus, education and; training has formed
:

an important component of Australia's

aid program, as the provision of facilities .

which enable Third World countries

to upgrade, skills necessary for economic

development has been recognised as an

efficient and effective form of aid.

Labor Prime Minister Gough Whitlam

underlined -this point in 1974 when he

stated that 'bur/ aid is oriented to the

needs of human beings. The training

and education elements of aid programm

es are the most direct means by which
we can attain this orientation .;. . train

ing and education programmes have been

in .the .forefront since our official over

seas aid programmes began in 1951 with

the commencement of the Colombo

Plan.' ;? ;?'??

Initiated at a meeting of Common

wealth countries —

in Colombo, Ceylon
in 1950 — the Colombo Plan provided
for a technical and education assistance

scheme which involved bringing students

from developing countries to study in

Australia. In the first intake around

the colonies to'suit the needs of the

colonial powers, creating dependence and

retarding development. In India, native

manufacturers were systematically des

troyed through the imposition of

prohibitive tariffs on Indian silk and cott

on goods exported to Britain, whilst

English goods were admitted to India

free of duty, or with nominal duty. The

classical modern colonial economy was

established, with India becoming a.

source of raw materials and a market for

Britain's industrial goods. The cost, here

as elsewhere, was the creation of a dis

torted and dependent economy. The
human costs were incalculable — as the

English Governor General of India,

Lord Bentinck, reported in 1834, 'the

misery hardly finds a parallel in the hist

ory of commerce .... the bones of the

cotton weavers are bleaching the plains*

of India'.

1 ,000 students were admitted to study
with the majority of these being 'private'

students who paid their own way. As the

aid potential of the program was realised

the foreign student intake increased
—

to ?

5,000 to 1965 and 10,000 in 1973.

Whilst the stated objective of the Over- .

seas Student Program was as an aid for

the socio economic progress of develop

ing countries there was also a strong

element of self interest from the .

point of view of the Australian Govern

ment. The development of friendly

relations with Asia, the gradual orientat

ion of Australia's foreign policy towards

regional goals, the creation of trade

opportunities between Australia and Asia

and the 'beneficial presence of Asians
in cities of Australia with the subsequent

growth of awareness and knowledge of

Australians about surrounding Asian

countries' were all regarded as direct or

indirect benefits accruing from the

Overseas Student Program. Recognising
this, the fact that private overseas students

fulfilled aid' and foreign policy object
ives . as effectively as students on

sponsored aid programs, the Australian

Labor Government abolished tuition

fees for all overseas students in 1974.

Abdicating Responsibility Q

The last decade has witnessed major

changes in the policies and priorities of

the developed towards the developing

world. The ascension to power of conser

vative governments throughout the devel

oped world and the impact of the global

economic 'recession has seen self inter

est once again replace responsibility as

an objective of North/South relations.

Australia, along with other major aid

giving nations, has had a key role in this

process. Foreign aid has steadily declined

as a percentage of Australia's Gross
National Product — down from 0.5%
in the mid 1970s to less than 0.45%

in 1985. Programs have been cut or

abolished. In 1979, for example, the

Liberal 'Government reintroduced tuition

fees for overseas students under the guise
of a Visa charge' abdicating responsibility

in this fashion has, however, not gone

without note or comment. The Malaysian

If India was one of the more dramatic;
examples of colonial exploitation, it is by
no means the only one. A similar pattern

was repeated almost everywhere; by the

British in India, the French and British

in Africa, the Dutch, Americans and.
British in South East Asia, the Spanish
and Americans in Latin America, Amer
ica and Australia in the South Pacific

and virtually all the industrialised nat

ions in China. Consequently, the poor

countries of the world today are poor
not because of a lack of natural re

sources (the example of Japan, a country
with virtually no natural resources, but

one which managed to, insulate itself

from the West, is particularly instructive

in this regard), or because their people
lack the Protestant work ethic - their

underdevelopmfint is directly connected
with the development of the First

World. A stuay of colonisation and
neo-colonialism in Latin America led

respected economist Andre Gunder Frank
to comment, 'economic development
and underdevelopment are the opposite
faces of the same coin'.

Minister for Science, Technology and

the Environment stated in regard to

tuition fees for overseas students that

'Malaysia views with deep concern the_

growing tendency on the part of some

developed nations to educational pro

tectionism through such measures as the

imposition of higher fees and the re

duction of intake quotas in institutions
'

of higher learning for students from

developing countries.' He pointed out

that 'higher education in science and

technology is an essential prerequisite

for the progress of the developing
nations.' The Minister concluded,

'they (developed nations) conveniently

forget their moral responsibility to

assist developing nations in - their

technologial development, for after all

their present state - of . scientific and

technological advancement was, more

often than not, made possible from

the wealth acquired, and- accumulated

through . years of exploitation of the

natural resources of the developing

countries, as well through inequitable

.'trading relations with them.'
In recent times, this drive towards

self interest has become an explicit ob

jective of Australia's aid programs. The

Report of the Committee to. Review the

Australian Overseas Aid Program —

initiated by
'

the Fraser Liberal Govern
ment and composed of Laissez Faire ec

onomists and commercial interests —

concluded that aid not only, served

humanitarian goals but also 'comple-
ments strategic, economic and foreign

policy interests, and by helping devel

oping countries to grow, it provides

economic opportunities for Australia.'

In fact, the Report noted that Australian

business interests benefit considerably
from the aid program, and that the

value of the program could be extended
by the careful selection and design of aid

to emphasise areas where Australia could
compete and thus, Australian taxpayers
could 'get their moneys worth'. Thus,
the Report recommended tying aid to

trade and charging foreign students the

full cost of study in Australia thereby
'developing education as an export
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RESPONSIBIL I TY, AID AND EDUCA TION

A New International Economic Order £

When considering the division of the

world into developed and developing
nations, the responsibility of the 'haves'

to the 'have nots' must be recognised.

It is not a case simply of the fortunate

having a responsibility to assist the un

fortunate out of a sense of compassion —

the responsibility of the developed nat

? ions is direct, for in each case (although

to varying degrees) their wealth has been

partly built on the exploitation of what is

now known as the Third World'.

Nor should it be thought that such an

exploitative relationship between the

industrialised and the developing
countries existed only in the past, in the

era of colonisation. The period of decol
onisation that followed World War Two

undoubtedly brought benefits to the

former colonies, not the least of which
was control over their national

economies. The relationship between the .

developed and developing nations is still

by, no means, one of equality. Indeed,

the present world order not only is not

The change of Federal Government in

March 1983 - from Liberal to the Aust
ralian Labor Party

— has neither reversed

nor halted this process. The new Labor

Government of Bob Hawke has taken on

board much of the ideological baggage of

Fraserism including the privatisation of

the public sector, the application of

user pays rather than social wage princ

iples to government programs and the

aggressive assertion of self interest in for

eign policy matters. . Thus, Hawke has

continued to reduce aid programs and
turn away from development assistance

(exemplified by government acceptance
of the recommendations contained in the

Report of the Aid Program Review

Committee). In respect of overseas

students, intake numbers have been

frozen at 1982 levels and the visa charge

has been increased to a point which

.prevents all but the wealthiest of the

Third World studying in Australia. More

over, the Labor Government has

impacted these policies in a far more

dishonest way than their Liberal precurs

ors. Where the Liberals cut programs as

part of an ideological imperative to

privatise, Hawke has portrayed similar'

policy objectives in terms of 'problem
solving'. Therefore the exclusion of

foreign students from Australian educ

ational institutions — through the applic
ation of restrictive quotas and high

tuition fees — has been rationalised as a

response to the reduction of educational

opportunities for Australian students —

for 'displacement' theory — and the grow

ing evidence of racial tensions on .

campus. Rather than accurately reflect

ing the circumstances of overseas stud:

ents on campus, assertions of this type
have simply legitimated the propaganda
of off campus groups, such as the

extreme right wing. National Action,
who have spent so much of the time

daubing campus walls, pavements and

toilet doors with warnings about Asians

taking study places' meant for Aussie

students and the need to halt the 'Asian

invasion'. In effect, the Government has
eroded mass support for its ties with

regional neighbours by giving credence

and substance, to the yellow peril fears

lurking in the white Australian psyche.

functioning to improve the lot of

developing countries, it is actively perpet
uating their disadvantaged' position. In

almost every one of its aspects — prices

for commodities, protectionism, the

international monetary system — the
current world economic system works

to the disadvantage of the developing
nations. As Gunar Myrdal noted in 1970
'the commercial policies of the develop
ed countries are almost systematically

rigged against the efforts of under

developed countries to rise out of

underdevelopment.

Thus, not only do the industrialised

countries bear a historical responsibility
for the underdevelopment of the Third

World; their current policies and pract
ices, and the very structure of the world

economic system perpetuates inequality

between nations. It was a recognition
of this, and a partial acceptance by the

developed countries of their responsibil- .

ity to the Third World, which led to the

adoption by the United Nations General ?

Assembly in May 1974 of resolution

3201, the 'Declaration on the Establish

TOWARD a New Policy £

Clearly, this situation is untenable if

developed nations, like Australia, are to

fulfil their historic responsibility to

assist in the development of the Third

\A/orld. If present policies are to be

reversed, community pressure needs to be

placed on the Australian Government

to reassess its trade and aid programs

with developing nations. Instead of self

interest, Government policy should be

directed towards assisting Third World

countries achieve self sustaining devel

opment, economic independence and self

reliance. A first step in this direction

would involve the implementation of the

United Nations target of an allocation of

0.7% of Gross National Product as official

development assistance. At the 1980

UN General Assembly Special Session on

Development Issues, 'Australia agreed to

make best efforts to achieve the 0.7%

target by 1985 and, in any case, not later

? than in second half of the decade.'

With an objective of creating a self

?reliant Third World, most aspects of the

'present aid program would require

reorientation. Firstly, Australian aid

should be progressively 'untied' to reduce

the flow of wealth out of the developing
countries. Secondly, a focus of. self sus

taining development involves a greater

?concentration on education assistance

schemes. Such a scheme would include

the integration of the overseas student

program with literacy programs and the

construction of educational institutions

in target countries. Unfortunately, these

proposals are long term goals as there are

divisions within the community concern

ing the'most effective deployment of aid

dollars. For instance, organisations like

the Australian Council for Overseas Aid

(ACFOA) see little value in the over

seas student program. ACFOA's primary
concern is with the poor in the least

developed countries where aid can be

used as a safety net to overcome the

problems of malnutrition, disease and

starvation. Whilst this form of aid is

essential, however, it doesn't respond to

longer term requirements where these

countries can become self reliant and

break the poverty cycle. Education

ment of a New International Economic
Order'. As the resolution states, 'it has''

proved impossible to achieve an even

and balanced development of the inter

national community under the existing

international economic order. The gap

between the developed and the develop
ing countries continues to widen in a

system which was established at a time

when most of the developing countries

did not even exist as independent
States and which perpetuates inequality'.

This resolution and resolution 3202 ('Pro
gramme of Action on the Establishment
of a New International Economic Order'

May 1st 1974) went on to outline con

crete proposals for international cooper

ation and the restructuring of the world
economic system, in a way that would
benefit developing countries. It is inter

esting to note that Bill Hayden stated in

his 1983 address to the United Nations

General Assembly that, 'as a democratic

socialist government, the Government of

Australia is firmly committed to working
constructively and practically 'in pursuit
of a new International Economic Order

and development are inextricably inter

twined, and the training of students

from developing countries is an essential

part of development assistance. There are

other methods whereby foreign students
can be educated and trained but, as

Wolfers has noted, these are not unprob
lematic as 'Australian aid experts tend to

receive salaries and working conditions
well in excess of those available to mem

bers of the public services of recipient

countries, both national and foreign, let

alone those of ordinary citizens. Their
expertise has, almost invariably, been

'acquired in different circumstances from
those in which they work as experts
Outside the workplace, Australian experts
do not seem to contribute much to inter

national understanding, preferring, on

their own accounts to share their leisure

with other Australians, or foreign resid
ents of host countries.' In addition,

Government policies in a number of

developing countries exclude students
from higher education on racist grounds;
such as the Bumiputra policy in Malay- ^

sia where preference is given to native

Malays over Chinese and Indian Malay
sians who, by necessity, must go abroad
to study.

and the implementation of the recomm

endations in the Brandt Commission
North/South Report.

Rhetoric has- not matched reality,

however, as few of the proposals designed
to create a new international economic
order have been implemented. Indeed,.,
the situation has taken a turn for the

worse, as the recent global recession has

had a far more devastating effect on

the developing nations than the develop
ed, thus widening the gap between them.
Some of the findings of the Brandt
Commission's update of its historic re

port to the United Nations graphically

illustrates this. Per capita income in the

Third World has fallen to levels lower

than it was in the 1970s. The balance of

trade between developed and developing
nations has shifted against the interests

of the Third World. Prices of many prim
ary commodities, the main export of a

large number of developing countries,

have fallen to catastrophic levels, in many,
cases reaching their lowest level (in real

terms) for thirty years. For instance,

between June 1980 and June 1982,

The present overseas student program

is also not without problems. The visa

charge and. course quotas exclude large

numbers of students and some areas of

study offer doubtful development assist

ance. An efficient and effective foreign

student program would provide for

scholarships for students from low

socio-economic backgrounds, increas

ing their access to study, and free tuition

for private overseas students — with

the Government recognising the financial

benefits these students bring into Aust

ralia and, thus, making an allocation of

foreign aid monies to cover the cost of

their education. Further, funds would be

made available — as the Jackson Commi

ttee proposed — to introduce develop
ment education courses into all

Australian . tertiary institutions thereby

locating skills training in its proper con

'

text. An education assistance scheme of

this type would mean that people in

developing countries could eventually

staff their own educational institutions

consequently decreasing the need to rely

on importing foreign exports and increas

ing self reliance.

0 Greg Giles, Education Officer

University of NSW Students' Union
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COSTIGAN AND CRIME

?on (hSPDU). The eventual result of these
.

''/^.gations
was a detailed ex minion -!

of organised crime in Australia
The

far-reaching repercussions of Cost- -

Ws investigation into one particular '$
umon occurred due to the £?* '*

-dene7Sar^~^ *

HHpSrES i

connection with the Union

: the^nec,^ T' ?'' '''''?'I'' and \ %

.~ne:^rs'the^i
schemes which Costigan unvei e TTn

'

or the Harbour schemes. The crarkdn,^
has netted the Go.ernn.en, $XZ
coHe«ed°Ut

$275 mi'i0' re™- *°'

'. . . he fPacker] gave the nonsensical

answer to avoid telling the truth.'

Just as glamourous segments of society

have been embarrassed by Costigan, so

have some of the not so glamourous.
Indeed some ignorant Labor supporters

consider Costigan to be a union basher.

This is utterly fallacious. In an examin

ation of extortion on the South Austral

ian waterfront (where the local Painters

and Dockers made unjustifiable demands
in 40 odd instances between 1979 and

early 1984 on shipping companies which

in reality were not of an industrial nat

ure). Costigan states:
,,„,„ ? ,inrr

'

Mr Gray said to me, 'I don't believe

you. I

really think you have fucked
us around. My members have decided
that they would like to be paid in lieu

for the work which they should have
done and they would like to be paid
an amount of $1 00 each ...'

'I believe you fucked us around with

the story about not requiring the name

Trou bridge to be painted out since
|

you've hung a banner over the top of

it.' I said, 'That Is certainly not the case.

We always intended to hang the banner

over the side of the ship. We would have

hung it over whether the name had
been painted out or not and we certainly
did not attempt to prevent members
of your union to do their jobs.'

?

?

I said, 'If I am being threatened, I

will call the police,' and he said, 'You
are not being threatened or stood over. I

am expressing the views of the members I

represent and don't be so foolish as to

call the police.' I said the amount ... to

paint out the name Troubridge seemed

excessive to me and I could not believe

that it would cost $800 to do that job.
'. . . If you don't agree to the request

of the members I may have to go down
to the Hotels on the waterfront and

gather a group of men from the Union

and come down here to the wharf and

make our position more clearly felt. I'm

not attempting to intimidate or standover

you in any way. I'm just expressing the
views of the members who are assembled

in Port Adelaide at this particular time

Incidents such as those related above

are commonplace on the waterfronts of

Australia and usually take the form of
a 'Job and Finish' where work on ships
will be held up near the completion and

extra demands are made to which ship
owners will always bow to as the costs of
a ship delayed in berth are enormous.

Since the Final Report of the Costigan
Commission was handed down in Nov

ember of last year, the incumbent govern

ment has tended to quietly shelve many
of the major recommendations includ

ing the 'Landrun -Griffin' style legislat

ion. The Hawke Labor government has
at times by deliberate omission aided
and abetted organised crime in

Australia.

There remains much important
work for the government to do to prove

it is not 'soft' on crime, in particular re

lating to the powers and functions of

the National Crime Commission. It is

likely that the Wran Government in

NSW will be brought down due to the

smear of corruption in the forthcoming
State election; will the Hawke Govern
ment fall into the same trap?

Tony Burchill
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WHO: ModelsC Guys & Girls)

colouring or cutting

AGE: 15-30 years.

WHEN: Afternoon

or Evening.

^^TDOWNSTAIRSBAILEY'S CORNER
^^

LONDON CIRCUIT CITY

PH 47 9560
|j

Tk
^^

? A SOUND EFFECTS PLAY iflKijPiiS^

I PLACE: Just outside Burgmann College, and i sll^fl^BfKgllJPvk^^

? A strange noise emanates from the Creek! m 8^^^^jBm|| Jlfll^

j BUBBLE, BUBBLE, BUBBLE 8 KpsSSft/jBW
?

Sodden Footsteps are heard wending a slow path ^|^^ rtMB

?

the Front door opensi ^m. A J$&F
? CREEEEAAAAK iff Ivt^
I Sodden Footsteps are heard going through
I the College^ ^^

?

SCHLORP,SCHLOP ## J 4 M M
I SCHLORP

, SCHLOP ^0 **M M
\ SCHLORP, SCHLOP ^W ^W

I A door is broken down:

?
CRASH!!! f£

? A yell with a South African accent is heard:

I
SCREEEAAAMMM! ^g)

? Someone is being strangled'* ^mfmf^^ Q^Q^t £^^M.
\ GURGLE, GURGLE, GASP, CROAK

? Sodden Footsteps and a heavy object being ^^^^^jP^^^Ss^s?:.
? dragged are heard throughout the college and |*53Mfi8Jij ig§iK3ilii\.

I Something goes back into the Creek from ^^KIu|^SHflH| \||I4

±^mm^ mmmmr^^^t^H I mfS^mmmmmmr^^^^^''V^y&B&£s¥*ml m* ^£s$rf$^ I

;

THE CREEK THING STRIKES AGAIN!!
' ^-^^

^^W/M&tf

'SULLIES CREEK' : a one-act play by

the Burgmann Street Theatre Collective.

The well -publicized 'Sullies Creek

Meeting' held on June 5th at Burgmann
College, was well -organized, well

attended, and appeared to accomplish
very little'. Students were treated to an

evening of masterful political wanking, the

Canberra authorities blaming the Quean

bey an Sewerage Works for the Creek's

disgusting state, and the Queanbeyan
authorities blaming it on lack of funding I

and the problems of bureaucratic red I

tape.
'

The meeting was organized by Liberal

Society President, Cliff Smith to public
ize the sorry state of the algae-covered
creek. Mr Bob Dunn, Director of Envir
onment Protection of the Department of

Territories and Local Government, said

the algae responsible for the horrific I

smell well known to ANU students
was microscopic plants which bred

profusely wherever there are large
'

amounts of nitrogen and phosphorous in

the water. The phosphorous responsible
for its development allegedly comes from

the Queanbeyan Sewerage Treatment
Works. The Mayor of Queanbeyan,
Alderman David Madew, agreed that the
problem was 'quite disgraceful', but
said that a lot of money would have to

be spent to rectify the situation, money .

which he felt would be difficult to

extract from the NSW State Government.

All colleges, with the exception of
Toad Hall (take note, Toadies — proof
positive that those other rabbit warrens,
do not acknowledge your existence) were*

asked to give, and most gave, an express
ion of disgust at the state of the Creek.

Later, a petition signed by over 750
students was presented to Mr John Lang
more, the Member for Fraser, also

expressing concern.

Mr Langmore suggested a number of

short term measures that could be taken
'

to prevent the occurrence of algae again

Namely, less use of fertiliser on nearby

land, dredging of the creek and the use

of chemicals. But members of Toad

Hall appeared to have come up with

the best solution yet; a few years ago

operating on the principle of 'all talk, yet

no action' they took matters into their

own hands and scooped out tons of the .

repulsive stuff from the creek themselves!

Congratulations are in order to Cliff

Smith and other organizers of this

'Sullies Creek Meeting', yet it will be

interesting to see whether the government
will take any action over the Creek's

algae problem. The meeting appeared

only to highlight the fact that it may

well become another of those'unimport
ant'public issues on which not too many
votes depend and which will hence sink

into the 'out file' of some small govern
ment official. ? ...

,

Fiona Matthews
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\ HB\1 LETTERSTO AMERICA

^^R 1 . Just as quick as you came,

^H you left. .

^^B Without word.

JK Without explanation.

% Without the usual tender farewell. .

Alone, I contemplate in brutal sadness

what went wrong. What next!

?m|J Why now the sun must shine in painful

B HKi!!!!^ glory without tears.

j^^P^S Why I must wait always in vain for your

I ^^H£^ letters that never come,

I HHBh or the September rains t0 fa' that soothes

HMn^i this inexorable heart.

m ?H^H Out in the open,

I i^i^ your soul smile lingers in

m&iJa perpetuity ? !

^B3f^ 2. Now that you are gone, the room is empty.

^SF The phone rings only for a distressed client in need.

m mf%^ ' IUJ evemnys uroup wiui uispaniy ana saa mirui.

r

Bjfl At home, in this fale,* by the sea's edge, the waves splash
^ RH your name ashore.

?R^ I shall not hold again your Olympian body ,

P^BH tight like sunlight, nor feel your face proportionate

I^H and vulnerable.

^Hj Your sun-lavish smile shall not wear again the discomfort

^^9 of this room.
-

?Egf)
And when evening comes, you are not here to walk with me

jfiHH the sunset into oblivion.

HffiHt you have other things on your mind.

WO Must I write?
^^^

-^^S^t But there is no address!

J^^ *??
And America is a huge place.

^^'^j
''|S An insatiable lover too.

qSfc That much I know: you would find in her,

*^B^ your own passion for liberty and freedom,

^^2 ^ no doubt!

^^fc|. ^^
Well friend, take time off;

^ul p2 even to listen to the peaceful falling

^fefe ^m
of leaves in summer.

IX H T. Malifa

. J? H *

a Samoan house

I ...
WANTED !!!

CONTRIBUTIONS OF

POETRY .& PROSE FOR

PUBLIC WORKS V

THE ANTHOLOGY OF THE

AHU POETRY WORKSHOP

; CONTACT: ROBERT CARVER

[
'

..;.
498732 (AH)

(or leave typed copies in Workshop's
: pigeon-hole

I;
in English Departmental Office)

VEAVUM V 25 JULY 1985 ^-

REKHA

I
Rekha's on the phone.

^

She says

'Glass whispers —

nothing's doing.

Razor-blades

are oh -so-cool.' b

Out on the world tonight J
there's going to be a party —

if
someone's got a gun. . ft

Robert Carver f

TWOLOVERS

HE: Being with you

is like swallowing crushed glass:

sweet to the eye
but hard on the digestion.

SHE: Your smile could be

an AK47

strafing the world

with leaden teeth.

Robert Carver
^

[?]

[?]

[?]

SUBURBAN ROMANCE

My neighbour is in love I
with the lady who lives in his garbage can. H

y Sunday and Wednesday nights he visits her. I
The other nights H
he dreams of her scented kisses. H
He brings her gifts — B

/ necklaces of fishbones W
*

earrings of aluminium ?

t delicate dresses designed in black and white print. 1
2 Quite soon he means to marry her — \

!
he's saving up already

! for another bin.

Robert Carver

''SSI / flk
PORTRAIT OF A PHILOSOPHER I
(For Peter Singer)

™

Looking at this

unremarkable man

speaking without passion
in glasses

and a chocolate-coloured tie

one would not think
that he had been Mengele's lover.

Robert Carver I

?

1
iiiiiiiiiiiyiii«iiii-Mi'iiiiiMiiHiiiii ? wiiwwi ? ? ? in
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TO AN OLD TEACHER

1

i

the dew on your skin —

stale to you :

the sea on your shoulder —
'

m

stale to you : S
salt-stale the wind, g
and summer is a liar 5

to you whose coward assurances have dressed you F

in an armour against God and breathing love

Robert McArthur
j

? ? - — 1

MMCT«aWMBEaMI-i«ttltt*fdlWflMIH«WW^^ H

jBBKB&IBUStEKB

^B SUNDAY AFTERNOON THOUGHTS

'''Tii

?

i'iT'i'i Slowly they fall,

H?TnnirSr5 Twisting and circling

S5BB5BBB j0 the ground below.
''

',

? ??»
From the soil and darkness spirals

jBBBBBB up the stem to each leaf. ##.
''

]

?

j changing from green to yellow, 7A
M— *—

^g from yellow to brown. f/i

jj^JDJ^wHIS Branches cling to the wall, ///

?
? desperate to save strength, '/#

i sucking life out of the cold bricks
//^

i and the tip of the brush.

TTT'm Probing for shelter, a

ii ? ? a light to peep through 3
S55S53 ine S^Y whose expanse

^

?^-....—TOa laugns ax xne struyyie, m^
^^.^^iSS Throws down rain ^
™.™mmwnw*,«itBgixa

gncj Sp}tes with thunder

=3=^ while the last leaf still struggles,

E^I'*^^ Desperately fluttering in the wind

?^zzr^j^S, and drowning in the world.

ZZ^JZZZ^ Moments from death.

?^^^^^^ Until it drops . . . : ?

TrTrTT^rt, Makes its descent to the ground
';

'

..'

''

« Through whirlwinds of air,

— — ? Then lands half way across the street

T in a puddle
?

?
i H! Horses hooves grind it into the ground.

— Human feet stomp it into pulp,

Z Seemingly unaware ?

S Until they look at the wall

'7 where the vine still stands.

-* Once proud of the green leaves

?5 adorning its branches.
'*

But the last leaf still remains.

5 Silent in the wind.
?

Indifferent to the rain,

I? As brown and as red as the I
'

palettes of autumns gone past. I

1 But it is not alive I

^^^^ its life only remains in the memory ,

v..

J
' of the dying artist

? who painted it on the wall

2~« the night it fell.

r
A masterpiece.

'

Edwina Pribyl

£ziZ X

[?]
[?]

mm

- ti
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HH

*$H
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TEARS

Ageless pearls of emotion,

Captured in an intricate web.

Exquisite drops of crystal,

Reflecting imprisoned splashes of colour and passion.

Through lattices of suppression they erupt -

In a galaxy of translucent stars.

Lying delicately upon the exposed petals,

Of a summer's rose.

Its veins of enchantment

Once flowed frivolously with an enticing wine.

Once caressed — in the cotton balls

Of Kar\r»inocc and nn\\l\f\f

Tranquility in a fairyland of blossoms and daffodils. ?

Now eaten by a fire of molten pain. H

A heart - H
Once floated on embroidered snowflakes H

Marvels at its own disintegration, H
In a chilingfire. H

As the snowflakes fall ?

They entrance with their effortless grace. ?
So deceptive .... so vulnerable. H
Yet, somewhere a heart merges with lonesone stars; . H

And earthly dew drops sleep
'

H
Upon a black rose. H

Michaela Jira ?
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^%V^* THE BOSTONIANS (Showing at Electric Shadows)

/ Director-writer team : James Ivory and Ruth
i Jhabvala

Starring. Vanessa Redgrave, Christopher Reeve.

? James Ivory's and Ruth Prawer Jhab
? vala's film of Henry James' The Boston

? ians opened at the Boulevard Red in late

? June. Set against the background of
?

1 870s American reformism, feminism and
?

spiritualism, the film portrays the struggle
? between passionate Bostonian feminist,
? Olive Chancellor and her cousin, conserv

? ative Mississippi businessman, Basil Ran
? some for the heart and mind of young

I

'

Verena Tarrant.

?

Christopher Reeve plays the dashing

; male chauvinist, Basil,' with a mixture of
?

charm and. single minded intensity. Van
?

essa Redgrave brings to her forceful
?

performance of Olive the bright-eyed

I fervour we saw in Julia eight years ago.

t Henry James tells us that the tense,

I idealistic Olive cannot endure social inter

l course. When she encounters Verena .

I (played by Madeleine Potter) with her

I talent for persuasive public speaking, she

? yearns to adopt her and so to propagate

? feminist ideals for her sex and for the

I world through their association. Basil,

? however, sees no use in the world for 'a

? truly amiable woman' except 'to make

I some honest man happy' — in Verena's

I case — himself.

? Although striking in appearance, with
? her creamy skin, retrousse nose and mass
? es of glossy chestnut curls, Verena's
? character remains insubstantial compared
? with the two contending adversaries, Ol
? ive and Basil. James describes Verena as

;
'the most good-natured girl in the

J
world . . . she had always done every

l thing that people had asked' and was

I always able to 'expose herself, give

; herself away, turn herself inside out, for

;
the satisfaction of a person who made

J
demands of her.' Her function is essent

l ially catalytic. She goes from the control

J of her father (a mesmeric healer) to

I
~ Olive's and from Olive's to Basil's without

I really changing.

We see Verena most clearly in her eff

ect on others. The memory of the effect

of her speeches in Boston and iater New

York on Basil — his prurient gaze of app

raisal — and on Olive — her shining stare

of idealistic admiration — is far more

vivid than Verena's actual words.

Even if you agree with Oscar Wilde

that Henry. James writes fiction as if it

were a painful duty, I
think you will still

enjoy the film of The Bostonians. It's

lovely to look at, the sets perfect evoc

ations of the period as any by Visconti

or Bolognini, and the photography full of

soft, golden lamplight and mellow sun

shine. Jenny Beaven's costumes are beau

tiful
— from the formal clothes worn in

drawing rooms to the faintly amusing
women's underwear of the time. The

vision of the ancient, formidable femin

ist, Miss Birdseye (Jessica Tandy) sitting

on the beach under her parasol, wearing
a bathing costume is very funny.

The film is also worth seeing for Linda

Hunt's refreshing performance as Dr Mary
Prance, unattractive — certainly by the

standards of the time — but very appeal
ing. James tells us 'she was determined
that she would not be a patient, and it

seemed that the only way not to be one

was to be a doctor.' Her cheeful prag
matism and wit and. her enthusiasm for

her profession go far beyond Olive

Chancellor's theorizing about female

independence. The following incident

in the film illustrates something about

this: after some time of watching Olive
.

pacing, fraught with anxiety, tension

and jealousy because Verena is spending
the afternoon with Basil, Dr Prance

says to her, 'What a pity you can't say
'Damn!' '.

Penelope Hanley

Vanessa Redgrave in The Bostonians. Photo: Karan Kapoor.
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MAPPING THE PADDOCKS

'Mr Murdoch, our grade four teacher,
told us while trying to fixplam the \mqx^

ings of a wireless, that there were people
who believed that once a message had

been broadcast it circled the earth forev

er, slowly qettinq fainter, but if you had

the right equipment - and this hadn't

been invented - you'd be able to pick up

something said years before .... but,
however unscientific it is an idea which

is attractive to a writer in the act of

recall; reality no sooner occurs than

parts of it evaporate, more of it disapp
earing everyday, year, decade, until,
like strands of wool caught in a fence

there are only fragments to show that

someone, something, a period, passed
before.'

This theme of resonances has

produced an outstanding exposition in

Australian literature for Chester Eagle:

MapDina the Paddocks (McPhee Gribble/

Penguin Books, 1985, $5.95c) Like the

strands of wool caught in a fence, the frag
ments of memory qrasped bv his mind

revivify the changes in the mjnd of a

child struagling to find his own identity.

The seeminglv mythical figures that

capture his thoughts — Don Bradman,
war heroes

. . .
fade in the reality that

wakens the child's mind. While attend

ing a wool sale with his father, Chester

realizes that he has 'pained a measure

of distance, of abstractions' from the

way of life on the farm and from his

childhood. He searches for the reason

behind this by questioning the things

that were once important to him. It is

the bombinq of Hiroshima which first

pushed him from his world of secur

ity .... 'the world is changed. The

basis of my twelve years has been under

cut. The old world can't come back.'

Couoled with the destruction of Naga
saki, the boy who relished his hours of

play with lead soldiers and mock battles

is faced with a thought pervading real

ity: 'Hiroshima, Nagasaki. It's too

much. The means used to bring peace

have altered the meaning of peace

altogether.'

Although the rebellions that turn

Chester toward maturity are his secrets,
somehow they seem somewhat justifia

ble in comparison to the 'loqic. of the .:

war-torn world and he weiqhs this in his

mind: 'Mv rages and fears are kept
secret while the world throws itself

about with a violence both more and

less disciplined than mine: more, be

cause navigators use skills
I don't have

to bring their planes above the cities

thev destroy; less, because no one checks

the nations with a conscience.' His

rebellions aqainst reality are compounded

by those against the logic of his father by
a hope for magical happenings, and ag
ainst his mother. Finally he renounces

the land that nurtured him: 'It's my

earth, but I don't want it.'

The boy who mapped the paddock in

an attempt to find out if the sheep left

behind some important pattern yet to be

discovered, accepts that his departure for

school in the city will leave him with the

only choice: 'I have to put down the

map of childhood and go on, pausing
only to look back and see a period ...'

where heroes are unmasked, where the

world pushes war beyond reason, where a
,

little boy grows up as the 'magic' of his
.- ?.

life fades.

Mapping the Paddocks not only capt
ures the growth of a child but it kindles ,

an empathy for an environment we are

part of without marrying itself to

nationalism.

Simone Carnicelli
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? 'WE ALL NEED SOMETHING TO

Z SUFFER ABOUT'

*. Muriel Spark - an English author,

I playwright, poet and critic — is probably
I more widely appreciated for The Prime

I of Miss Jean Brodie, and possibly, the

? screen adaptations of The Driver's Seat

I (starring Elizabeth Taylor), and The

*. Ahhf-Qc nf CrevuG — a rirv-witted exDosit

? ion on Watergate set in a convent (filmed

I under the title: Nasty Habits and starring

? Gienda Jackson). Consistently brilliant,

? Spark has not failed to produce another

? thought-provoking and memorable piece

? in The Only Problem (Bodley Head Ltd.

? $16.95 — yet to be printed in paperback
? but worth the extravagance!) The only
? problem with writing a review on this

? latest novel is that it can hardly do just
? ice to the nature of its intricacies which

? could be explored in many more pages
? than the book itself is written upon.

I The main character of the novel,

I Harvey Gotham - a wealthy and some

l what eccentric Canadian — confronts

? the Book of Job in order to reconcile

I The Only Problem which captures his

? mind: the problem of human suffer
l ing. With the premise of a belief in God,

? Harvey is troubled by the existence of

? a benevolent Creator who can permit
? and condone human suffering and who,
? because of His very omnipotence, is

?

logically the author of all suffering.

? Harvey dedicates himself to writing a

treatise on the subject after gaining mar

ital freedom from Effie who provided
a pathetic last straw in the theft of some

chocolate from a supermarket on an

Italian autostrada (which may be under

standable if one considers the price of

foreign chocolate). Actually, he didn't

just leave her over a bar of chocolate
and clarifies the parting 'Well, if I'd

given weight to a bar of chocolate, I

would have stood by her. I didn't

leave her over a bar of chocolate. To be

precise, it was two bars.' Regardless,

the separation marks the beginning of a

bitingly witty sexual comedy of role

swapping, wife-swapping and partner
swapping, with reverence to such philo

sophy-grounded questions pertaining to

morality, death, friendship, justice,
and

of course, suffering. The experiences
that lead to the making of the often

symbolic philosophies, touch the life

of Harvey and bring with them more

problems which merely add up to The

Only Problem.

Effie, who justified her kleptomania
with the classic, but nonsensical state

ment: 'Why shouldn't we help our

selves? These multinationals and mono

polies are capitalizing on us, and two

thirds of the world is suffering.' and

who'with her mouth gluttonously full of
'

stolen chocolate, went on raving about
how two-thirds of the world is suffering'

embarks upon a shoplifting spree in Eur

ope that provides her with a short prison

sentence in Trieste. She supplies the

absurd, but perhaps plausible gem of

doing it in order to obtain a first hand

experience of a women's prison! Like

Harvey, Effie is a student obsessed with

her area of interest to the point of

making it a part of her life.

At first Harvey protests to the pro

tected nature of his environment when

he learns of his wayward wife's activities

a long time after the fact. But he protests

on the grounds of suffering: 'How can

you deal with the problem of suffering if

everybody conspires to estrange you from

suffering.' Harvey believes there is a need

for suffering because this is the path to

development. Effie allows him to develop
further by leaving petty theft to take up

full-scale terrorist attacks upon super

markets which include bombings, shoot

outs, and the murder of a policeman
(which really sparks the police and Scot

land Yard, into action). This does not

perturb the philosopher in Harvey who

reflects upon the inseparability of suffer

ing from life: 'It is only by recognizing

how flat would be the world without

the suffering of others that we know how

desperately becalmed our own lives

would be without suffering.' He believes

that by suffering on Effie's account he

is able to live (as suffering and living are

inseparable), and produces the

memorable statement: 'To study, to

think, is to live and suffer painfully.'

(which is perhaps, in common with many

students.) In fact he believes that 'We

all need something to suffer about.'

The parallels between Harvey's life and

Job's life become distinct as the plot

unfolds. It is not an allegory, it is just

that Harvey cannot help sympathizing
with Job. His move to a cottage in

Epinal, France, in order to study the

777e Book of Job and associated discours
es as well as a painting by Georges de La

Tour: 'Job visited by his wife', causes

him to suffer the incurable problem of

Job who '. . . not only argued the prob
lem of suffering . . . [but] suffered the

problem of argument.' The problem of*
suffering becomes Harvey's only ?

problem. He says 'It is the only problem,
*

in fact worth discussing.' ?

?

?

The unexpected developments in the I

course of the novel throw Harvey into,

the uncomfortable position of being a I

major suspect concerning the terrorist J

activities. He' is accused of funding, if!

not being involved with Effie's activities. ?

His preoccupation with Job does not I

curry favour with the press or the police*

and in desperation he pants out their*

inconsistencies: 'You see, if I were*

writing a film-script or a pornographic*
novel, you wouldn't find it strange that*

I come to an out of the way place toj
work. It's the subject of Job you can't*

understand giving my time to.' ?

?

?

Effie remains off-stage throughout!
The Only Problem until Harvey, is con- *-

'

fronted with her dead body in the last *?

few pages, and that could hardly be!
called an on-stage appearance! By this

*

stage, Harvey has become so preoccup-*
ied with de La Tour's painting and its ?

likeness to his wife (and perhaps himself) ?

that he mistakes the turban-headed ?

body (one can only deduce that she was ?

shot in the head) not to be his wife but ?

Job's wife. The end of the novel also re-
j

veals the end to Harvey's suffering for
j

he has finished his monograph on Job. j

Perhaps The Only Problem is best ;
described as a serious look at theology ;
with a comical edge. However it is de-

J

scribed it will never appear an adequate *

description of so problematic an J

exposition. . J
?

^^^^^^^^^^^^^SjimoneCarmcellj^

^^^MBMk^^ ^^adSfBIRAteift)^ ^^^niHBflSBM^k^K.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

'PERMISSION TO KILL' Brian Wizard's

(The Starquill Publisher)

Available at University Co-op Bookshop
Recommended retail: $6.95.

'Permission to Kill' is a fictionalized

history of the Vietnam war, from the

author's perspective as a helicopter

gunner. The book is billed as 'high
adventure with the Thunderhawk assault

force' which is rather sad since that isn't

where its value lies, and this probably
would turn many readers away. As an

adventure story it is tiresome and bor

ing, but what 'Permission to Kill' does

do is give a very real insight into the

feelings and motivations of the young

people thrown into an insane conflict,

people too 'irresponsible' to vote, too

'irresponsible' to drink, but given permiss
ion to kill. It's a point of view not often

given much attention, but is in my
opinion a very important and tragic

one. The central character is Willie

Maykett, a boy who volunteered to es

cape a factory job and is given a position

of enormous power behind an M60

in the door of a helicopter gunship
where he doesn't have to 'take shit

from no-pne'. Yet amongst, the exhil

aration of flying, all the drugs and sex

he can cope with, and the overwhelming
fire power he controls, Willie is

constantly on the verge of death. Even

though you don't agree with the moral

ity Willie has, you have to see the way he

is forced into his position. 'Permission

to Kill' is worth reading, if only to

understand how American soldiers were

feeling and why they were thinking the

way they were.

David Barz
Featuring: author/publisher and main character pictured above

A SYMPOSIUM OF TEDIUM ^

What the Dickins! A Symposium of A
Pieces from the Low Life (Penguin . B
Books, 1985, $5.95) by Barry Dickins ?
is probably more aply described as a

'

symposium of pieces from low liter

ature. Its classification under Australian A
wit and humour is, to say the least, a B
misappropriation with, what I believe to ?

be, no other motive than to entice the ¥

humour loving reader to squander a small

fortune on its purchase. A
Regardless, after ploughing through B

pages of trashy, repetitive boredom, B
which is at times inconsistent and incoh- y
erent, (I now appreciate a lecturer's

plight when faced with marking the first A
draft masquerading as the final piece). I A
found some pieces of a more readable I
nature. 'But Nothing Happens' is a W
touching insight into the plight of the

aged, while 'Dole Doings' reverberates k
the problems of the unemployed faced

,

A
with a mean, steely -hearted bureaucracy B
which requires documentation for every W
iota of information given: 'Here is a

'

photocopy of yesterday's lunch. As you A

can see, it was a pie.' 'Ah Finance' is A
also readable, but these three pieces fl
take up only six pages of the tiresome W
1 79 pages of the book.

*

Contradictions run riot, for example, A
as one section gives a case for equal 11

opportunity, the next defines patriarchal B
ownership in a bid for sexual discrimin- ?

ation: '. . . . she tells me her old man's a

copper .... Still, she was a top looker *

for a copper's daughter.' A
This stilted attempt at exhausting as B

much Australiana as possible in the V
realms of the sentence either leaves the f

reader breathless or asleep, or both. All »

the same, the whole extravaganza falls A
flat on Dickin's face. If you've lost touch B
with working class reality then this m

book provides a lack-lustre reminder, f

SimoneCarnicelli

|
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THEATRE
review

PI BY DEBRAOSWALD

[?]
|

'DAGS' by Debra Oswald

|
Directed by Gail Kelly

! 'We cannot expect young people to

;
attend to theatre art, unless they can

S
be helped to understand that this art

*

can be their own.' (Australian Theatre

|j

for Young People)

3 Canberra Youth Theatre's 'Dags' is

n yet another play that accommodates

? the fact that 1985 is International Youth

! Year. 'Dags' deals with the unfortun

? ateiy necessary, ana orten amusing topic

;
of the agonizing years of adolescence.

! 'Dags' deals with a young girl, Gillian,
! trying to find herself amid the trials of
? musical boyfriends, bitchy females, and

I those all too familiar teenage heirarchies

j

— the dags, spunks, social cripples and

; space cadets.

! Gillian retreats into herself and

|
through her observations we meet her

J
elder sister — the self-righeous Bronwyn,

! her 'social outcast' friend, Monica, Derek

3 another social cripple, Karen the school's

J female spunk, and Adam the school's

I male spunk — Gillian's secret passion. The

; storyline traces the friendships she has

5 with girls her own age, and the passionate
I crush she has on Adam, adequately treat

? ing the torturous adolescent years. The

! climax resolves Gillian's problems, any- .'

? way, but the rest of the clique reach no

;
conclusions and indeed don't even want

?
to. In this sense the play portrays realist

?

ically the problems of adolescence.

I Unfortunately it offers no solutions.

Jj

Another unfortunate thing about the

?; play was the audience it attracted, 'Dags'
? is a play that is really relevant to the

5 people it is about, but the audience it

?j drew were by and large older than this.

?j

The play made one reflect on past exper

5 ience and the varying identifications

? made by the members of the audience

? were obvious by the frequent chuckles.

3 The play was successfully carried off

? by the talented cast of only five. Gillian,

J played by Megan Cameron, was excell

! ently and compassionately portrayed.

|
Gillian's sister Bronwyn (Ursula

J Hawthorne) seemed to me to have a few

! problems in the characterization — the

» part was too sterotypical which perhaps

J
led to the somewhat stilted and unreal

! istic conveyance. Mary Standfield did an

?
^

excellent job with both her
'

social cripp

! le' roles, adding humour to a tense

! subject yet not in an overly condes

J cending manner. Diana Carr and Ben

3 Grieve who both played multiple parts

j
differentiated their characters excellent

; ly and typified the nature of their char

! acters in an admirable manner.

j
'Dags' as a project for International

\ Youth Year is a very worthwhile venture.

i It deals with issues very relevant to the

?I youth of today and I hope it will make a

I return season sometime in the near

i1 future.

! Judith Ion

x'

Q1 1 1 1 Qy-
^

p€-fo r rv?ed by M.egoi*i Ccwjero*?

TH E M AN TH E Y COU LD NOT BU Y

by Henry Macnicol.
Directed by Harry Howlett

I Presented by The Pioneer Theatre —

I Theatre 3.

I 'The Man They Could Not Buy' is the

I story of James keir Hardie, the Scottish

I miners' leader. Hardie may well have been

I a 'man of vision, courage and integrity'
B (taken from the extensive programme),
I however the play itself did not capture
I this aspect whatsoever. Perhaps this could

I have been achieved had 'The Man They
I Could Not Buy' concentrated simply on

1 Hardie's unique life. Instead it attempts
I to combine both Hardie's life and 'to-

I day's world problems' unsuccessfully.

I This is perhaps the play's major downfall.

I Adequate performances were given by
1 most actors — the women in particular

I captured the second-place position wom

? en held in the late 1800's admirably. It

I is interesting to note that Hardie's mother

i played an extremely large part in his up

i bringing, yet this aspect is not one

I mentioned in the play. Born a bastard (a

i 'shameful burden' at this time), Hardie

S lived a life of extreme poverty. It is insin

1 uated that Hardie became the 'bitter'

I man he was because of his childhood —

|j
however, there is no sympathy given to

I his struggling mother: there is a small

| note in the programme mentioning that

H Hardie was taught to read by his mother

M on the signs in shop windows — this is

II so we can pour our hearts out to the poor

1 Keir Hardie who was denied a PROPER

H education
...

H 'Is it any wonder he grew up a bitter

H man?'

H Surely Hardie's mother deserves a little

H consideration and respect??? Surely she

|§ would have been a bitter woman '?

H Another point I would like to emphas

j|
ize concerns the politics of the play, its

ij
'hero' and the actors. In an interview

H with the Canberra Times (19.5.85), I was

m interested to learn that one of the act

B ors, Mr John Craig, thought that Hardie's

I politics were simply the forwarding of

I Christianity to the world;
? '... the concept Hardie had, which

I is the brotherhood of man unto the

? fatherhood of God, that includes all

I men. It includes good Tories like

? myself . . .'

B The play pushes Hardie's politics to the

B full. It supports Hardie's Labor views to

? the hilt, yet insists this is not its aim.

fl Those involved in it have various polit
I ical stances

,
all insist they are aiming at

? a 'brotherhood' to combat world prob
? lems.

R It is a shame that 'The Man They
H Could Not Buy' has so many contradict

H ions embedded in it: the life of Keir

H Hardie is an interesting piece of history
? that) unfortunately, in this play, has not
* reached its potential.

Judith Ion
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gw^ PROGRAMME FOR THE COMING FORTNIGHT ^^jj
u
V Tuesday 16 July

IP 7.30 PINK FLOYD : THE WALL (1982), GB

95 mins, M, Dir: Alan Parker, with: Bob

Geldof
,

Christine Hargreaves, James Laurenson

A surreal story of the isolation and violence of

your average rock megastar. The movie opens

appropriately enough with Pink (our poor

burnt-out rock star) watching'The Dam Busters

on television. His is a miserable life, all money

n and no meaning, . . and we see his attempt to

II break down the wall of isolation that has been

?I
constructed around him. There are some int

H eresting pieces of animation in this film which

H blend in quite well with the story (that is,
if

l| you can follow the story at any particular

|| point in the movie). The movie was not as suc

||
cessful as the album (The Wall by Pink Floyd),

||
but I consider it a useful addition to the al

bum. After having seen the movie go back and

listen to the album a couple of times. Needless

to say all the music pieces from the album also

make it into the movie.

9.15 PERFORMANCE

(1970), GB, 106 mins, R, Dir: Nicholas Roeg,
With: Mick Jagger, James Fox, Anita Pallenburg
Chas Devlin (James Fox) is a strong-arm man

suddenly forced to run after committing a

murder, with both the police and his organis
ation after him. He takes .refuge in the retreat

of a retired pop-star (Mick Jagger). A visually

dazzling, witty film, 'Performance' relies on

Borges for its labrynthine conceit that the vic

ious, male-role-playing gangster and the androg

ynous male pop-star are, in some way, comple

mentary halves, that every identity is an ass

umed identity. Once, like Turner, you have

seen your daemon, there is nothing left but

death.

Thursday 18 July
7.30 ZIGGY STARDUST AND THE SPIDERS

FROM MARS

(1982) GB/USA, 90 mins, NRC, Dir: D.A.

Pennebaker, With: David Bowie

A film of David Bowie in concert at London's

Hammersmith's Odeon in 1973. The show

wa« the last in the 'Ziggy Stardust and the

Spiders from Mars' tour and, as Bowie an

nounces on stage, marked the end of the Ziggy
Stardust character. Songs include, 'Space

Oddity', 'Suffragette City', 'Oh! You Pretty

Things' and 'All the Young Dudes'. An in

teresting portrait of Bowie in his 'glam-rock'
phase.

9.10 THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH

(1976) GB, 140 mins, R,Dir: Nicholas Roeg,
With: David Bowie, Buck Henry, Candy Clark

A science fiction plot about a man who ven

tures to earth, and once there spends most of

his time trying to leave again. A film which has

had a mixed reception as it is certainly not a

grand epic, but the acting is good and for all

those Bowie freaks out there this is certainly

a good appetite satisf ier.

Sunday 21 July

1.30 GREYSTOKE, THE LEGEND OF

TARZAN

(1984), GB, 125 mins, NRC, Dir: Hugh
Hudson, With: Christopher Lambert, Ralph

Richardson, Ian Holm, James Fox.

At last a reasonable renditon of the original

Tarzan sotry with none of* the ridiculously

crass 'Me Tarzan, you Jane' style of mean

ingful dialogue. (Jane in fact never goes into

the jungle with' Tarzan at all.) Hugh Hudson

has produced an admirable film with a sense

of humour and sophistication that has been

sadly lacking in adventure films of recent

times. Hudson is best known as the director

of 'Chariots of Fire' and if you didn't like

his film-making style there then I would

suggest that you give this one a miss. This

was, sadly, Ralph Richardson's last film.

3.45 LORD OF THE FLIES

(1963) GB, 91 mins, NRC, Dir: Peter Brook,
-

With: James Aubrey, Roger Elwin, Tom Chapin

Strange suspenseful story of a group of Brit

ish boys stranded on a remote island. William

Golding's tale of their gradual degeneration into

a savage horde transfers well to film.

Tuesday 23 July
7.30 THE HONORARY CONSUL

(1983), GB, 92 mins, M, Dir: J. MacKenzie,
With: Michael Caine, Richard Gere

Michael Caine is an anti-heroic drunkard,
kidnapped by guerrillas in a sultry South
American country. The trouble is, no-one

really wants him back. Based on the novel

by Grahame Greene.

9.30 LOOPHOLE (1980). GB, 105 mins, M,
Dir: John Quested, With: Martin Sheen, Albert

Finney, Susannah York

Finney sets out to crack the supposedly impreg
nable vault of a large London bank. He recruits

a small dedicated band of specialists and an

initially unwiling, but financially desperate
architect. This film was Albert Finney's return

to the big screen after many years absence. It

is, sadly, not an auspicious 're-debut'.

Thursday 25th July
7.30 PAS DE DEUX, 13 mins

CARMEN (1983), Spain, 101 mins, Subtl.

NRC, Dir: Carlos Saura, With Laura de Sol,
Antonio Gades

Carlos Saura has used the story from the opera
Carmen to produce a film that parallels the on

and off stage lives of his dancers, weaving a

captivating tale of consuming passion. A must

for every fan of flamenco guitar and Spanish
dance.

9.30 THE RED SHOES (1948), GB, 133 mins.

G. Dir: Michael Powell/Emeric Pressburger,
With: Moira Shearer, Marius Goring, Robert

Helpmann.
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger always
aimed high in their choice of subject, and here

their aim was to give us the feel of the world

of ballet; the backstage and private lives of

those concerned in it. The detail remains fasc

inating, the colour evocative, the dancing
superb; only the story is rather trite and lumpy.
Moira Shearer made a hit as the tragic heroine,
Anton Walbrook spat superbly as the impress
ario; Jack Cardiff's photography was near his

best.

Sunday 28 July U
1.30 INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLEU
OF DOOM ?
(1984) USA, 117 mins, M.Dir: Steven Spiel-ll

berg. With Harrison Ford, Kate Capshaw, Ke|l
'

Huy Quan. II
1935: Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford), arc haeo-||
logist and adventurer, manages to foil the II

attempts of gang boss, Lao Che, to cheat

him of the diamond promised as payment for

services rendered. He and an American singer,
Willie Scott (Kate Capshaw) escape along with

Short Round (Ke Huy Quan), a small Chinese

orphan he has adopted. Of course the escape
only leads to a continuous stream of perilous
adventures. The sequel — or rather the pre
quel - to 'Raiders of the Lost Ark'

,
'Indiana

Jones and the Temple of Doom' doesn't have

the same impact, maybe because the ideas

are no longer original, but nevertheless it is

entertaining.

3.30 BLADE RUNNER II

(1982), USA, 117 mins, M, Dir: Ridley Scott
||

With: Harrison Ford. Rutger Hauer,Sean II

Young: ? II
Los Angeles, AD 2019. Formerly a Blad Runn- II

er (member of a licensed-to-kill police unit* II

Rick Deckard (Ford) is coerced into

tracking down a group of Nexus 6
*

replicants (robots exactly duplicating humans).
The sets and the costumes are superb. Unfort

unatley, the biggest fault with this movie is

that the director seems to have lost a lot of

the book (Philip K. Dick's 'Do Androids Dream

of Electric Sheep?') in writing the screenplay.
So mucy so that unless you have read the book

you come out not really understanding what

exactly is going on and why. The crucial fact

. not told in the film, is that this is a future soc

iety where animals are vitually extinct after

nuclear holocaust, leaving a yearning gap filled

by robot pets and a one-up-manship system
where real animals are as highly prized as

Shakespear's First Folios. But don' t let that

. bother you, if you come you will not be

disappointed. One of the underrated science

f itions films of the 80s.

Screeninas are at the Coombs Lecture Theatre, on the corner of Fellows and Garran Roads, Acton

ENTRY TO 'ALL THESE FILMS IS FREE TO MEMBERS OF FILM GROUP

2nd semester membership only $16 I

JOIN NOW

i d^\ the students' association program n^ft m

n&[ The SA- Program is a half hour show
ImF broadcast on Community Radio 2XX

w«8 every Wednesday at 6.00pm. Along with

[iff]
Moroni', the Program is the main source

Vft& of publicity for student interests and

TMf[ activities. ?.

^ ^Kk ^^^'^BL ^^'''^H *^^^^^IH ^^^^^Hk ^^^

The SA Program is open to all mem

bers of the Student Association. In part

icular, if you have a club or society or

just have something to say, the Program

is a good way of being heard.

1

If you would like to use the Program $Sjfit

you should contact the Students' Ass- ww

ociation (1st floor, Union Building) »J
leaving your name, group (if any), topic »oS

and a contact number.
'

II
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CROSS
WORD
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Classified

# FOR SALE ?

MANUAL TYPEWRITER, 'Sears Achiev
er 650' Excellent condition $100ono
Contact Tom 959 068

YAMAHA FOLK GUITAR Exc. con

dition. Owner moving to US, must

sell $125. 540 964

©PERSONAL©

Want to LEARN GERMAN or RUSSIAN ?

(Beginners). Mati Ur Rahman. F104
Toad Hall. ANU I

|

WHY NOT PUT A CLASSIFIED I

i AD IN WO RON/? CLASSIFIED I

|

ADS ARE FREE TO A.N.U. I

! STUDENTS. JUST DROP THEM E

I INTO US IN THE STUDENTS' I

|

ASSOCIATION OFFICE (YOU I

I

CAN USE THE INTERNAL MAIL I

|

SERVICE) BEFORE THE NEXT I

|

DEADLINE. I

take away food

CIVIC^WODENiVBELCONNEH

8PM-2AM
WEEKDAYS

9 PM - 4:30 AM

WEEKENDS

BELCONNEN

OPEN WED. - SAT.

discount photo f -* *

? WMf ^^^^S^ WHEN YOU LEAVE TWO OR ^%
I 'plus developing charge MORE 135, 126. 110, C41 %F
? FILMS FOR OUR EXPERT i*
? PROCESSING €r PRINTING «?

I *????*??*?????************** Jj§

I & 2 Hour ?£

I - no upfront flat rates! ^r

P^a|| FAST ENLARGEMENTS 0a

^1^ '^^^' ^5y| &\\M E \M IM gil!^8^ CANBERRA CITY, %^

^^^3 F1LIV1 LABORATORY — — ^

On aampus
we've got all the

money clues with

Solutions is specially designed for the

needs of young people and gives you all

the clues on money management.
The package includes:

? High interest bearing cheque account*

with no bank charges and/or

? Card operated Savings account

? Easy access to Bankcard

? Simple savings plans

? Student Deferred Loans also available

for student needs

We'd like to help you get your financial

act together. So call in at your nearest

National Australia Bank today.

TOGETHER
National Avsiralia^LBank
National Australia

^^

Bank Limited
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A PROFESSOR

Leaps short buildings with a running start and

favourable winds,
is almost as powerful as a shunting engine,
comes a close second to a speeding bullet

walks on water in an indoor swimming pool,
talks with God if special request is approved.

A GRADUATE STUDENT

Runs into buildings

recognises locomotives two times out of three,
is not issued ammunition,
can stay afloat with a life jacket,
talks to wajls.

A VICE-CHANCELLOR k
'

^
Leaps tall buildings in a single boundv
Is more powerful than a locomotive, |
Is faster than a speeding bullet,

-

'

^^^walks pn water,

^Bif|PolicytoGod.

A READER OR SENIOR LECTURER

Barely clears a prefabricated hut,
loses a tug of war with locomotive ^S

g^^can fire a speeding bullet,

K^swfmswell/
?*?*

is occasionally addressed by God.

UNDERGRADUATES

Fall over doorsteps when trying to enter

buildings,

say look at the choo choo

wet themselves with water pistols

play in mud puddles
mumble to themselves.

AHEAD OF DER4RTME]MT^
'

Leaps short buildings in a single bound,
is more powerful than a shunting engine,
is just as fast as a speeding bullet,
walks on water if sea is calm,
talks with God.

A LECTURER

Makes high marks on the wall when trying to

clear tall buildings,
is run over by locomotive, I

can sometimes handle a gun without injuring I

her/himself,

dog paddles,

talks to animals.

A DEPARTMENTAL SECRETARY

Lifts buildings and walks under them,
kicks locomotives off the tracks,
catches speeding bullets in teeth and eats
freezes water with a single glance,
is God


